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Brad Marchand suspended again, will miss Bruins’ game against Carolina Hurricanes 

By Chip Alexander 

Brad Marchand is trending again on social media and lately 
that has been a bad thing for the Boston Bruins winger. 

Marchand on Wednesday was suspended for six games by 
the NHL for his late-game run-in with Pittsburgh Penguins 
goalie Tristan Jarry in Tuesday’s game. Marchand first 
punched Jarry, then popped him in the mask with his stick. 

The first game of the Marchand’s suspension will be 
Thursday night when the Bruins host the Carolina Hurricanes 
at TD Garden. The Bruins also will be missing team captain 
Patrice Bergeron, who is recovering from an upper-body 
injury. 

On top of that, goaltender Tuukka Rask announced his 
retirement Wednesday on social media. The Bruins’ former 
Vezina Trophy winner was in net when the Canes blasted 
the Bruins 7-1 in Boston on Jan. 18 -- a loss that caused 
Marchand to chirp on Twitter about the Canes’ revenues and 
the NHL players’ escrow payments. 

The situation with Jarry was more egregious, and for 
Marchand a lot more costly. As the Pens were closing out a 
4-2 win, Marchand reached down to hit Jarry on the side of 
the head, then popped him on his goalie mask with his stick 
as he was being led away by a linesman. 

Marchand’s suspension came after an in-person meeting 
with NHL Player Safety on Wednesday. It was his second of 
the season and eighth of his career for the talented but 
unpredictable forward, who leads the Bruins with 21 goals 
and 49 points. this season. 

The Canes have won the first two games against the Bruins 
this season, shutting out Boston 3-0 on Oct. 28 at PNC 
Arena. Bergeron, Marchand and Rask have tormented the 
Hurricanes in the past, notably in Bruins’ playoff series wins 
over Carolina in 2019 and 2020. 

Before the game in Boston last month, Marchand took issue 
when compared to Canes center Vincent Trocheck. On his 
Instagram account, Marchand said that was like comparing a 
Lamborghini with a Prius. 

The Canes then scored five times in the first period, ending 
Rask’s night. Bergeron scored the Boston goal but Marchand 
had a quiet night. Trocheck did not have a point but had a 
game-high five hits in the game. 

Canes forward Jesperi Kotkaniemi, who scored twice in the 
game, remains in the NHL COVID protocol.
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Preview: Canes at Bruins 

Martinook to play in 200th game as a Hurricane as the team 
looks to jump back in the win column 

By Walt Ruff 

BOSTON, MA. - The Carolina Hurricanes play their third 
game in a four-game road trip tonight, taking on the Boston 
Bruins at TD Garden. 

When: Thursday, February 10, 7 p.m. EST 

Watch: Bally Sports South, Bally Sports App 

Listen: 99.9 The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
App 

Canes Record: 31-10-3 (65 Points, 1st - Metropolitan 
Division) 

Canes Last Game: 4-3 Loss to the Ottawa Senators on 
Tuesday, February 8. 

Bruins Record: 26-15-3 (55 Points, 4th - Atlantic Division) 

Bruins Last Game: 4-2 Loss to the Pittsburgh Penguins on 
Tuesday, February 8. 

PREVIOUS MEETINGS: 

 October 28: Andersen records 33-save shutout as 
Canes franchise-best start moves to 6-0-0 

 January 18: Carolina scores five in the first period 
en route to 7-1 rout 

THE QUICK HITS: 

Last Time Out: The Canes came out of the gate slow in 
Ottawa, trailing 4-0 after two periods. It looked as if they 
could have mailed it in and moved along to tonight in Boston 
but instead they were able to find their game and beat Anton 

Forsberg three times to make it a very interesting ending. 
While ultimately the game finished 4-3, Carolina did find 
some positives that they can carry into tonight. 

Turning It On Late: Following their trio of goals Tuesday night 
the Canes now have a league-best +24 goal differential in 
the final frame of regulation. A big part of that is allowing just 
28 goals in 44 third periods this year. 

No Bergeron, Marchand or Rask for Boston: Tonight's 
opposition will be without three key pieces to their club. 
Patrice Bergeron was ruled out yesterday due to an upper-
body injury, Brad Marchand was suspended six games for 
his antics in Tuesday night's loss to Pittsburgh and 
goaltender Tuukka Rask has decided to end his comeback 
effort after sustaining an injury in his return to play. 

Just Fine Away From Home: Rod Brind'Amour's club is 15-6-
2 away from PNC Arena this season, matching the New York 
Rangers and Pittsburgh Penguins for the second most wins 
on the road among any team in the NHL this season. 

Tervainen TBD: Teuvo Teravainen (lower-body injury) did 
not play Monday or Tuesday night. He was a game-time 
decision Monday but ultimately Josh Leivo stepped into the 
role and the same held true in Ottawa. #86 suffered the 
injury on January 21 vs. the New York Rangers. 

Additional Notes: 

Milestone Watch: Jordan Martinook is expected to play in his 
200th game as a Hurricane tonight. Antti Raanta is one win 
shy of 100 in his NHL career. Derek Stepan is one point shy 
of 500 for his NHL career. 

What Color Are We Wearing?: The team will be wearing their 
white sweaters tonight.
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Super 16: Avalanche remain No. 1; Panthers, Penguins climb power rankings 

Hurricanes, Wild dip; same teams remain from previous 
week 

By Dan Rosen 

The Colorado Avalanche are No. 1 in the Super 16 power 
rankings for the second consecutive week. 

There are minor changes through the rest of the Super 16 
from last week to this week, although the same 16 teams are 
ranked. 

The Florida Panthers are up one spot to No. 2, moving the 
Carolina Hurricanes down to No. 3. Similarly, the Pittsburgh 
Penguins are now No. 7, flip-flopping with the Minnesota 
Wild, who are No. 8. 

The Nashville Predators (No. 9) and St. Louis Blues (No. 10) 
are in the same situation, like the Vegas Golden Knights (No. 
11) and Washington Capitals (No. 12).  

To create the NHL.com power rankings, each of the 14 
participating staff members puts together his or her version 
of what they think the Super 16 should look like. Those are 
submitted and a point total assigned to each.  

The team that is selected first is given 16 points, second gets 
15, third 14, fourth 13 and so on down to No. 16, who gets 
one point.  

Here is the Super 16: 

1. COLORADO AVALANCHE (32-8-4) 

Total points: 222 

Last week: No. 1 

Nathan MacKinnon will miss his fourth straight game with a 
facial fracture and concussion when the Avalanche host the 
Tampa Bay Lightning on Thursday (9 p.m. ET; ALT, BSSUN, 
ESPN+, NHL LIVE), but the center could be back against the 
Dallas Stars on Sunday. MacKinnon has scored 43 points 
(nine goals, 34 assists) in 31 games this season. 

2. FLORIDA PANTHERS (32-10-5) 

Total points: 204 

Last week: No. 3 

The Panthers are off until they play at the Hurricanes on Feb. 
16. They are averaging 4.09 goals per game, tied with the 
Avalanche for first in the NHL. Florida leads the NHL with 
135 goals at 5-on-5. 

3. CAROLINA HURRICANES (31-10-3) 

Total points: 194 

Last week: No. 2 

The Hurricanes have lost back-to-back games, 4-3 in 
overtime at the Toronto Maple Leafs on Monday and 4-3 at 
the Ottawa Senators on Tuesday, after going 7-1-0 before 
the break for the 2022 Honda NHL All-Star Weekend. They 
are 0-for-11 on the power play in their past five games and 1-
for-17 in seven games. 

4. TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING (30-10-6) 

Total points: 182 

Last week: No. 4 

The Lightning are hoping to get Erik Cernak back within the 
next three games. The defenseman could miss his seventh 
straight game Thursday because of a lower-body injury. 
Tampa Bay plays at the Arizona Coyotes on Friday and the 
New Jersey Devils on Tuesday. 

5. TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS (30-10-3) 

Total points: 174 

Last week: No. 5 

Mitchell Marner has scored at least one goal in eight straight 
games. The forward is the fifth player in Maple Leafs history 
to score in at least eight in a row. He is tied for the third-
longest goal-scoring streak in the NHL since 1993-94, trailing 
Teemu Selanne (11 games in 1997-98 with the Anaheim 
Ducks) and Jaromir Jagr (nine games in 1996-97 with the 
Pittsburgh Penguins). 

6. NEW YORK RANGERS (30-13-4) 

Total points: 143 

Last week: No. 6 

The Rangers are off until a home game against the Boston 
Bruins on Feb. 15. They should have Adam Fox in the 
lineup. The Norris Trophy winner voted as the best 
defenseman in the NHL last season missed the last three 
games before the All-Star break because of an upper-body 
injury and was activated off injured reserve Wednesday. Fox 
has scored 47 points (seven goals, 40 assists) in 44 games. 

7. PITTSBURGH PENGUINS (28-11-8) 

Total points: 140 

Last week: No. 8 
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Sidney Crosby's next goal will be the 500th of his NHL 
career. The center has scored 17 points (eight goals, nine 
assists) in 11 games since Jan. 15, including the game-
winning goal on the power play in a 4-2 win against the 
Bruins on Tuesday. 

8. MINNESOTA WILD (28-11-3) 

Total points: 134 

Last week: No. 7 

The Wild will play three of their next four games at Xcel 
Energy Center, where they are 14-3-1 this season. They 
have played 18 home games counting the 2022 Discover 
NHL Winter Classic at Target Field (a 6-4 loss to the St. 
Louis Blues). Only the Calgary Flames (16) have played 
fewer home games. The Wild play 17 of their last 25 games 
of the regular season on home ice. 

9. NASHVILLE PREDATORS (28-15-4) 

Total points: 102 

Last week: No. 10  

Scoring depth has been a key to the Predators' success this 
season. They have seven players who have scored at least 
10 goals and five at least 34 points. 

10. ST. LOUIS BLUES (26-13-5) 

Total points: 100 

Last week: No. 9 

The Blues have had 11 straight days off. They host the New 
Jersey Devils on Thursday (8 p.m. ET; BSMW, MSG+ 2, 
ESPN+, NHL LIVE).  

11. VEGAS GOLDEN KNIGHTS (28-17-3) 

Total points: 87 

Last week: No. 12 

The Golden Knights had won three in a row and were 5-1-1 
in seven games since Jan. 20 before losing 6-0 to the 
Calgary Flames on Wednesday.  

12. WASHINGTON CAPITALS (25-14-9) 

Total points: 64 

Last week: No. 11 

The Capitals are 5-8-2 in 15 games since Jan. 2. They're 
16.7 percent on the power play and 68.3 percent on the 
penalty kill and allowing 3.27 goals per game while scoring 
2.67. Washington lost 5-4 to the Columbus Blue Jackets on 
Tuesday. 

13. BOSTON BRUINS (26-15-3) 

Total points: 60 

Last week: No. 13 

Bruins center Patrice Bergeron won't play against the 
Hurricanes on Thursday (7 p.m. ET; SN360, TVAS, NESN, 
BSSO, ESPN+, NHL LIVE) because of an upper-body injury 
sustained Tuesday. Forward Brad Marchand was suspended 
for six games by the NHL Department of Player Safety on 

Wednesday for roughing and high-sticking Penguins goalie 
Tristan Jarry. 

14. CALGARY FLAMES (24-13-6) 

Total points: 44 

Last week: No. 14 

The Flames began a stretch of seven straight home games 
in 13 days with a 6-0 win against Vegas on Wednesday. 
They also started a run of 40 games in 80 days to close the 
season. 

15. LOS ANGELES KINGS (24-16-7) 

Total points: 25 

Last week: No. 15 

The Kings are off until playing the Edmonton Oilers in Los 
Angeles on Feb. 15. They went 4-0-2 during a season-long 
six-game road trip before the break. 

16. ANAHEIM DUCKS (23-16-9) 

Total points: 18 

Last week: No. 16 

Troy Terry has scored five points (three goals, two assists) in 
his past four games. The forward has NHL career highs in 
points (41), goals (25) and assists (16). The Ducks are 4-0-2 
in their past six games. 

Others receiving points: Dallas Stars 6, Edmonton Oilers 4, 
Vancouver Canucks 1 

Dropped out: None 

HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM  

AMALIE BENJAMIN  

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Florida 
Panthers; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
6. Minnesota Wild; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. St. Louis 
Blues; 9. New York Rangers; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. 
Nashville Predators; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 14. Calgary Flames; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 
16. Dallas Stars 

TIM CAMPBELL 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa 
Bay Lightning; 4. Florida Panthers; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
6. New York Rangers; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. Minnesota 
Wild; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Vegas Golden Knights; 11. 
Nashville Predators; 12. Calgary Flames; 13. Washington 
Capitals; 14. Boston Bruins; 15. Anaheim Ducks; 16. Los 
Angeles Kings 

BRIAN COMPTON 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Toronto Maple Leafs; 3. Florida 
Panthers; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Minnesota Wild; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 9. Vegas Golden Knights; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. 
Nashville Predators; 12. Calgary Flames; 13. Boston Bruins; 
14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Washington Capitals; 16. 
Anaheim Ducks 
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NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Florida 
Panthers; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 
6. Minnesota Wild; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 9. Nashville Predators; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. 
Washington Capitals; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 14. Calgary Flames; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. 
Anaheim Ducks 

TOM GULITTI  

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Toronto 
Maple Leafs; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 6. Minnesota Wild; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. 
New York Rangers; 9. Nashville Predators; 10. St. Louis 
Blues; 11. Vegas Golden Knights; 12. Washington Capitals; 
13. Boston Bruins; 14. Calgary Flames; 15. Los Angeles 
Kings; 16. Edmonton Oilers 

ADAM KIMELMAN 

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
6. New York Rangers; 7. Minnesota Wild; 8. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Washington Capitals; 
11. Nashville Predators; 12. St. Louis Blues; 13. Calgary 
Flames; 14. Boston Bruins; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. 
Edmonton Oilers 

ROBERT LAFLAMME  

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
6. Pittsburgh Penguins; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Nashville 
Predators; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. 
Washington Capitals; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 14. Calgary Flames; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. 
Anaheim Ducks 

MIKE G. MORREALE 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Florida 
Panthers; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. Minnesota 
Wild; 9. Nashville Predators; 10. Vegas Golden Knights; 11. 
St. Louis Blues; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Washington Capitals; 
14. Calgary Flames; 15. Anaheim Ducks; 16. Los Angeles 
Kings 

TRACEY MYERS  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Pittsburgh Penguins; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Nashville 

Predators; 9. Washington Capitals; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 12. St. Louis Blues; 13. Boston 
Bruins; 14. Anaheim Ducks; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. 
Calgary Flames 

SHAWN P. ROARKE  

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
6. Pittsburgh Penguins; 7. New York Rangers; 8. St. Louis 
Blues; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Nashville Predators; 11. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 12. Dallas Stars; 13. Boston Bruins; 14. 
Washington Capitals; 15. Edmonton Oilers; 16. Vancouver 
Canucks 

DAN ROSEN  

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
Pittsburgh Penguins; 7. Minnesota Wild; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. Nashville Predators; 10. Vegas Golden Knights; 
11. St. Louis Blues; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Calgary Flames; 
14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Anaheim Ducks; 16. Washington 
Capitals 

DAVID SATRIANO 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Toronto 
Maple Leafs; 4. Florida Panthers; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 7. Minnesota Wild; 8. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Nashville Predators; 11. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. 
Anaheim Ducks; 14. Boston Bruins; 15. Calgary Flames; 16. 
Los Angeles Kings 

PAUL STRIZHEVSKY 

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 
6. Minnesota Wild; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. Nashville Predators; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Calgary 
Flames; 14. Washington Capitals; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 
16. Anaheim Ducks 

MIKE ZEISBERGER  

1. Colorado Avalanche; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
6. Pittsburgh Penguins; 7. New York Rangers; 8. St. Louis 
Blues; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Vegas Golden Knights; 11. 
Nashville Predators; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. Calgary 
Flames; 14. Boston Bruins; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. 
Anaheim Ducks
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Predicting big second-half performers for all 32 NHL teams 

By Kristen Shilton  

The 2022 NHL All-Star Weekend has come and gone. Now 
the real work begins. Every team's schedule is jam-packed 
to the finish of this regular season, and there's no room for 
those who are just coming along for the ride. 

You already know who the superstars will be across the 
league. This week, we're looking around for the biggest 
helpers, highlighting one player who's maybe a little under 
the radar, maybe recovering from a slow start, maybe in 
need of an opportunity -- and is now poised to make a 
second-half push. 

Anaheim Ducks 

Breakout candidate: Sonny Milano 

Youthful energy has been at the core of Anaheim's success 
this season (hello, Troy Terry and Trevor Zegras). It's about 
time Sonny Milano got more involved. He called for that 
instant-classic Michigan pass from Zegras, but then missed 
time with an injury. When Milano is back healthy and up to 
speed, watch him start to soar. 

Arizona Coyotes 

Breakout candidate: Alex Galchenyuk 

It was a slow start for Galchenyuk in the desert. But he might 
be ready to pick things up. A move to the Coyotes' top line 
prior to the All-Star break helped the winger produce two 
goals (his first markers of the season) in as many games. 
Could it be a sign of good things to come? Arizona can only 
hope. 

Boston Bruins 

Breakout candidates: Linus Ullmark and Jeremy Swayman 

Goalie tandems must stick together, that's the rule. Now that 
Tuukka Rask's return in Boston has hit some snags 
(between a 2-2-0 record and recent injury), Ullmark and 
Swayman are back on the hot seat with a potentially wild 
road ahead. The Atlantic Division is top-heavy with talented 
teams and great goaltending, which Ullmark and Swayman 
will have to match. 

Buffalo Sabres 

Breakout candidate: Alex Tuch 

The Sabres could use a feel-good story, and Tuch is poised 
to provide it. The local boy looks ready to make good, 
averaging a point per game in his limited tenure with the 
team so far, and he's saying all the right things about what 
he wants to provide in Buffalo. Bring it on. 

Calgary Flames 

Breakout candidate: Chris Tanev 

The Flames are at their best playing a suffocating sort of 
defense complemented by a potent offensive attack. Down 
the stretch, can Tanev help Calgary do both? He's not only 
coming off the first four-point night of his career, but Tanev is 
a reliable blueliner who sets the tone and keeps the Flames 
focused on their strengths. 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Breakout candidate: Seth Jarvis 

Carolina's rookie center came into the league like a 
hurricane before his production tapered off -- but Jarvis' 
underlying numbers have remained strong. Now he's adding 
back in more of that offensive edge, and it's scary to think 
how good the Hurricanes could be as Jarvis continues to 
rise. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Breakout candidate: Dylan Strome 

The Blackhawks need a spark, they need urgency, and they 
need offense. Strome can -- and should -- deliver it all. He's 
off to a nice start in 2022, registering 11 points in 13 games 
going into the All-Star break. If he's back on Chicago's top 
line, Strome can easily take advantage with more positive 
results. 

Colorado Avalanche 

Breakout candidate: Valeri Nichushkin 

There's a lot of great individual seasons happening in 
Colorado; Nichushkin's should continue being one of them. 
The winger has been perched on the Avs' top line and is only 
getting better because of it, which should lead right into a 
potentially massive second half in which Colorado dukes it 
out for a Presidents' Trophy. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Breakout candidate: Gavin Bayreuther 

Columbus' blue line already had a roller-coaster start to the 
season. Now, Jake Bean is out for the foreseeable future 
and the Blue Jackets will need someone to step up. Enter 
Gavin Bayreuther. What better opportunity for the 27-year-
old to show he can handle increased responsibility than right 
now? 

Dallas Stars 

Breakout candidate: Joel Kiviranta 

This one might be wishful thinking, but Dallas sure needs 
Kiviranta to catch fire. The Stars struggle for depth scoring in 
the best of times, and Kiviranta has all the tools to help in 
that area. And he just scored his first goal of the season 
ahead of the All-Star break. Refreshed, recharged -- and 
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ready for more? Kiviranta's emergence would be huge in Big 
D. 

Detroit Red Wings 

Breakout candidate: Filip Zadina 

Has anyone been so snake-bitten to start this season as Filip 
Zadina? It's questionable. What's not is how Zadina has 
finally been getting in a rhythm, and the points have started 
piling up. If the 22-year-old can continue surging, there's no 
telling how much impact he'll have on Detroit's attack up 
front. 

Edmonton Oilers 

Breakout candidate: Kailer Yamamoto 

Pucks haven't been going in for Yamamoto. Perhaps that's 
about to change. In the wake of Edmonton's acquisition of 
Evander Kane, Yamamoto has been promoted to a line with 
Connor McDavid and Kane. The early returns were good, 
and Yamamoto's best hockey has come previously when 
he's paired with a top center. Looks like it could happen 
again. 

Florida Panthers 

Breakout candidate: Mason Marchment 

If Marchment picks up where he left off before the All-Star 
break, the rest of the league best take note. Marchment 
packed six goals and 12 points into those last five games, 
and there's no reason to suspect he'll slow down. That's 
revelatory for Florida, which is already one of the NHL's 
deepest squads. 

Los Angeles Kings 

Breakout candidate: Sean Durzi 

The first part of Durzi's season was about growing up. The 
second half could be all about showing out. The young 
defenseman is coming into his own, playing consistent 
minutes, contributing on special teams and getting involved 
as a playmaker. Durzi's next chapter should be a good one. 

Minnesota Wild 

Breakout candidate: Frederick Gaudreau 

By all indications, Gaudreau is peaking at the right time. He 
has been playing well on Minnesota's second line and 
showing how valuable a consistent role -- and subsequent 
output -- can be. That has been the knock on Gaudreau this 
season: too many dry spells. But heading into the next half 
on a high note cures that. 

Montreal Canadiens 

Breakout candidate: Rem Pitlick 

In Montreal's perfect world, the answer here would be Carey 
Price or Cole Caufield. As it is, Pitlick could turn a chip on his 
shoulder into a beacon of light down the stretch. Pitlick didn't 
appreciate Minnesota placing him on waivers last month, and 
he's been solid for a bad Canadiens team since. Who's to 
say that can't go on, and even improve, with time? 

Nashville Predators 

Breakout candidate: Dante Fabbro 

Let's talk about a blossoming piece of Nashville's blue line. 
Fabbro has dealt with injuries this season, but since coming 
back, the 23-year-old is showing off a strong defensive game 
to help anchor the Predators. The more he can give there, 
the better for Nashville -- which faces a tough battle in the 
talented Central Division. 

New Jersey Devils 

Breakout candidate: Ryan Graves 

One way or another, Graves could be a critical piece in New 
Jersey's second half. If the Devils don't trade him, Graves 
projects to keep elevating their undermanned blue line in a 
potential career year. If the Devils do trade him, then Graves 
could fetch an asset or two that helps New Jersey out of its 
funk. Either way, keep an eye on Graves. 

New York Islanders 

Breakout candidate: Ryan Pulock 

The Islanders are finally getting Pulock back after a long 
injury absence. To play the style New York likes, Pulock's 
presence is -- and will be -- crucial. Whether Pulock goes 
right back to patrolling beside Adam Pelech or if he bounces 
around to lift other lagging D-man, Pulock has been a rock 
for the Islanders, and there's little doubt he will be again. 

New York Rangers 

Breakout candidate: Alexis Lafreniere 

It feels like Lafreniere is finally moving in the right direction. 
He was promoted to New York's top line and potted a couple 
of goals before the All-Star break, and the winger has looked 
more confident because of it. With momentum on his side, 
the sky's the limit to how far Lafreniere can expand in the 
coming months. 

Ottawa Senators 

Breakout candidate: Connor Brown 

If anyone is poised for a comeback, it's Brown. The winger 
was sidelined with a broken jaw but returned this week to 
Canada's capital looking to recapture the best part of his 
good start. Brown's so versatile and consistent -- assets the 
Senators sorely need -- that what lies ahead for him is bound 
to be positive. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

Breakout candidate: Scott Laughton 

There have been plenty of disappointments in Philadelphia's 
first half. Laughton wasn't one of them, and he's bound to 
stay the course. The Flyers use Laughton everywhere, and 
lately he's been padding the score sheet more, too. 
Laughton's continued good play is one thing on which 
Philadelphia can rely. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Breakout candidate: Kasperi Kapanen 
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If there's a wild card in the Penguins' offense, it's probably 
Kapanen. You never know when he's going to flip the switch. 
After Kapanen saw his production stall and he was demoted 
to the fourth line last month, there was ample incentive for 
him to rebound. Historically, a little coach's challenge has 
helped Kapanen respond. Why not again now? 

San Jose Sharks 

Breakout candidate: Alexander Barabanov 

Little attention has been paid to Barabanov. There's still time, 
though. The Sharks winger went into the All-Star break 
seeing time on the team's top line and was a consistent 
threat, nabbing 23 points in 38 games. Barabanov is all 
about making the most of his chances, and what's to come in 
the next few weeks could be a great one. 

Seattle Kraken 

Breakout candidate: Philipp Grubauer 

No goaltender has been more maligned this season than 
Grubauer. He looks poised now to issue a rebuttal. Following 
a brutal start in Seattle, Grubauer won five of seven games 
going into the All-Star break, including his first shutout of the 
season. It would mean everything for the Kraken to have 
Grubauer be their second-half MVP and set a good tone for 
the league's 32nd franchise. 

St. Louis Blues 

Breakout candidate: Robert Thomas 

Granted, Thomas had a nice first half. What the Blues really 
need (and look poised to get) is more from their center. 
Thomas is surrounded with top-end talent -- including Jordan 
Kyrou and Vladimir Tarasenko -- so his own skill set can get 
lost in the shuffle. But he can break through on his own, and 
St. Louis would love to see it. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Breakout candidate: Nikita Kucherov 

Just making the lay-up here because Kucherov has been out 
so much, we've barely seen him play thus far -- and it's the 
correct answer to the question, and I enjoy being right. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Breakout candidate: Michael Bunting 

Playing on a line with Auston Matthews is a dream for most 
wingers. Bunting is taking particular advantage. He's headed 
into this season's next phase on a heater, and with the 
chemistry he and Matthews continue to show, Bunting's 
offensive game projects to get even more potent. 

Vancouver Canucks 

Breakout candidate: Elias Pettersson 

If there is any semblance of a big season left in Pettersson, 
now is when we'll see it. The Canucks center had a decent 
January, and even if Vancouver doesn't make the playoffs, it 
would be a boon for Pettersson to salvage a strong second 
half for the sake of his confidence. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

Breakout candidate: Jack Eichel 

Shooting my shot now: Jack Eichel has been cleared for 
contact, and once he's rolling, the former Sabres captain will 
be tough to stop. 

Washington Capitals 

Breakout candidate: Nicklas Backstrom 

Along the same lines as Kucherov, Backstrom is a star 
player who has been hampered by injury and illness to date. 
That's all about to change, though. When Backstrom is back 
at 100%, what he brings as Washington moves toward the 
spring is invaluable. 

Winnipeg Jets 

Breakout candidate: Nate Schmidt 

Making the postseason is likely a pipe dream now for 
Winnipeg, especially with Nikolaj Ehlers on long-term injured 
reserve. Still, the Jets won't go quietly, and Schmidt is having 
a fine season on the blue line that could really pop with 
added incentive to lock things down and give Winnipeg a 
fighting chance in the second-half scramble.
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NHL Prospects to Watch at the Beijing Olympic Games 

From a mix of top 2022 prospects and other top drafted 
talent, the 2022 Olympics features a nice mix for fans of 
future NHLers. Tony Ferrari takes a look at some of the 
names you need to know. 

By Tony Ferrari 

With the men’s hockey tournament underway in Beijing, 
Tony Ferrari takes a look at some of the top prospects 
playing in the Olympics on the world stage. 

The NHL may not be sending their players to the Beijing 
Olympics to compete in the world’s biggest international 
hockey tournament. But if you're a fan of future NHL talent, 
the Olympics will be worth keeping an eye on. 

The American’s are banking heavily on the NCAA to bolster 
their NHL-free lineup. Other nations leaned on their own 
domestic leagues, but even some contenders are relying on 
future NHL stars to take them far in Beijing. 

Here's a look at eight names to watch: 

Owen Power, D (Canada, Buffalo) 
The first overall pick from the 2021 NHL draft was having an 
absolutely outstanding World Junior Championship with 
Canada prior to its premature ending. But in the eyes of 
many analysts, Power's play screamed Olympic-worthy once 
the NHL pulled out. 

Power boasts the size and strength to go up against non-
NHL level Olympic competition and his two-way game will be 
given ample room to breathe as he plays a major role for 
Canada. He will likely be given the chance to play consistent 
and important minutes for the Canadians, a team with decent 
defensive depth, but no true leader. Power became that 
force at the World Championship, and he certainly can do it 
again in Beijing.  

Mason McTavish, F (Canada, Anaheim) 
Selected two spots after Power, McTavish has routinely 
shown that, against his age group, he is a man amongst 
boys. Now, he'll be given a chance to prove that he’s a man 
amongst men, and he's definitely up for the challenge with 
coach Jeremy Colliton giving him top-line minutes during 
training sessions.  

McTavish attacks the net front and could be a factor banging 
in rebounds or around the net on the powerplay. His 
physicality and skill blend will be pivotal for the Canadians to 
have success at this event, hoping to improve on their 2018 
third-place finish.  

Pontus Holmberg, F (Sweden, Toronto) 
The 2018 sixth-round pick has really come on this year 
with Växjö in the SHL. Holmberg plays the game with skill 

and speed, which should give him an opportunity to be a 
solid depth scorer for the Swedes. Holmberg should find a 
spot in the top-nine, likely sliding in on a scoring third line.  

The Leafs’ prospect was a bit of a surprise inclusion on the 
Swedish roster, but it could be the next big step for a player 
once thought to be a long shot to make it as an NHLer.  

Matty Beniers, F (USA, Seattle) 
Beniers has had an impressive campaign with the Michigan 
Wolverines thus far with 36 points in 28 points. The two-way 
force has been one of the best players in the NCAA which 
sets him up to make a real impact at the Olympics with the 
American squad. The first-ever draft choice by the Seattle 
Kraken will be leaned on in all situations thanks to playing 
such a mature game, despite being just 19 years of age.  

Beniers could very well use this stage to jump off of towards 
claiming a spot in the NHL when the NCAA season ends. 
With Seattle playing below the expectations set out at the 
beginning of the season, Beniers could wind up being the 
first player ever drafted by the Kraken to suit up for a game 
with the club. This is the biggest opportunity that Beniers has 
had against men, and it's up to him to seize it. 

Matthew Knies, F (USA, Toronto) 
Seemingly a dying breed, Knies brings an impressively 
balanced game that incorporates a blend of skill and power. 
Knies will drop a shoulder, hold the puck to the outside and 
drive the slot on a defender before using his impressive mitts 
to flick the puck over the goalie's shoulder. There may not be 
a player outside of round one from the 2021 NHL draft that 
has looked better in their post-draft season.  

Knies' role on the American team may be up in the air a bit 
but he played on the second line with Matty Beniers in a pre-
tournament game against Canada and from all accounts, 
looked strong in the role. His ability to use the power 
elements of his game to be the workman on the line as well 
as incorporate his skill to finish plays will be a good match for 
the highly intelligent Beniers, if things work out that way. 
Regardless of the role Knies finds himself in, he has the tools 
to excel.  

Alexander Nikishin, D (Russia, Carolina) 
An emerging defensive force in the KHL, Nikishin is 
experiencing an impressive season as a goalscorer from the 
backend. With 8 goals and 12 points in 46 points, the stout 
Russian has benefitted from a shooting percentage hovering 
around 12% for most of the season, unsustainably high for 
the majority of defensemen. With that said, he is having quite 
a good year for Spartak in the KHL. His defensive game 
continues to grow and mature. Nikishin is evolving into quite 
the defensive prospect for the Hurricanes.  
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It is not uncommon for a Russian team at any level of 
international play to lack blueline talent, specifically the role 
of a defensive specialist. This could make Nikishin one of 
their go-to players in shutdown situations. There is a real 
opportunity for the Canes prospect to put people on notice 
that he is a high-end prospect, even if his offensive punch 
may taper off a bit going forward.  

Juraj Slafkovsky, F (Slovakia, 2022) 
Slafkovsky is just one of just two draft eligibles at the 
Olympics, the other being teammate Simon Nemec. 
Slafkovsky has the size and skill to be an impact player and 
he has flashed that potential at times in the Liiga this season, 
but will he be able to establish himself as a 17-year-old in a 
group of seasoned pros? Slafkovsky is a smooth passer with 
excellent vision in the offensive zone.  

If Slafkovsky is able to show well at the Olympic games, 
there could be big-time draft implications. Slafkovksy is often 

being discussed as a top-10 prospect but a solid tournament 
with some offensive output could very well force him into the 
top-five with his 6-foot-4 frame that already entices NHL 
clubs. This could be a huge opportunity for the big 
playmaking winger.  

Simon Nemec, D (Slovakia, 2022) 
Is he the best player on Slovakia? No. But is he one of the 
more intriguing ones? Absolutely. The 17-year-old top 
defensive prospect for the 2022 draft already has a ton of 
men's national team experience to his credit and looked 
great in two World Junior Championship games before the 
tournament was shuttered. As Nemec continues to get more 
comfortable against men – and he certainly is with HK Nitra – 
Nemec will continue to earn more ice time and more 
responsibility. This is an excellent opportunity for Nemec to 
seriously build his draft profile.

 

 

 

ALN: Canes fall 4-3 to Senators but show promise in comeback efforts  

The Carolina Hurricanes went from down 4-0 to losing 4-3 in 
Ottawa Tuesday night. 

By taliagoodman  

The Canes had a faulty start that ultimately led to the final 
result in Ottawa last night. Fortunately, they were able to 
show promise and grit in a well-fought comeback during the 
third period.  

Let’s take a look at last night’s loss against Ottawa: 

One of those starts 

Just over a minute into the game, Ottawa’s Brady Tkachuk 
was able to net a quick one and begin the lead that the 
Senators would unfortunately never give up. Ottawa was 
able to manage a controlled and structured system, giving 
them a clear advantage. The Canes were constantly chasing 
the puck and turning it over during the first period, lacking the 
control and vision that tends to win them games.  

This pattern continued throughout the first and second 
period, even as the Canes gained more comfort and 
momentum on the ice. They had a few close calls that could 
have easily been goals against another goalie or on another 
night, but it was just one of those days where the puck 
wasn’t falling their way until it was too late.  

The first period concluded with a 2-0 Senators lead, and that 
margin was doubled during the second period. 

“We just gotta keep chipping away,” Jaccob Slavin said 
during the second period intermission— and that’s exactly 
what they did. They carried the momentum of the “almost-
goals” into the third period.  

Andrei Svechnikov was able to score his 17th of the season 
to get the Canes on the board, after a giveaway that led to 
an earlier Ottawa goal. Once again, he makes up for his 
mistakes.  

The Canes were able to further cut their deficit with a goal 
from the Birthday Boy himself, Brendan Smith. There was a 
smidge of hope as Vincent Trocheck scored the last goal of 
the game with just a minute left, concluding the Carolina 
domination of the third period— but it was too late to carry 
them to a win.  

“We’ll take the positives out of the third, but that’s not what 
we want,” Smith said.  

Happy Birthday, Brendan Smith! 

The Canes newcomer defenseman turned 33 yesterday and 
he was able to score a crucial goal for Carolina last night. It 
was his third of the season and it cut the Senator’s lead to 4-
2 with about six minutes remaining.  

Now, let’s celebrate the blueliner by taking a quick peek at 
his career and his time with the Canes so far: 

Smith was acquired this past July and was signed to a one-
year, $800,000 contract, which has proven to be a solid deal. 
Prior to his time at Carolina, he was drafted 27th overall in 
2007 by the Detroit Red Wings. He had played 526 career 
games with both the New York Rangers and Detroit and had 
registered 110 points in his time with both teams. Smith has 
since tallied five points in 25 games with Carolina, and 
continued to prove his worth to the team with his birthday 
goal last night.  

Penalty kill remains a source of hope 
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While a loss is a loss, the Canes PK remained dominant, 
going 4/5 last night. It stays atop the league and has proven 
to be one of the team’s greatest strengths.  

It’s something that’s been consistently praised throughout 
the season, and shows no sign of faltering, sitting at 88.4%.  

Aho gets close 

If only Aho’s buzzer-beater goal to end the first period had 
been .01 second sooner, this game may have taken a wildly 
different route. Unfortunately, we can’t play the 
“hypotheticals” game.  

It was tough to see, and while it may have given Carolina 
momentum and added structure as they came out for the 
second period, a goal to end the first would have been huge 
in this game. Instead, a scoreless two periods is what 
appeared. It wasn’t due to lack of effort or lack of quality 

shots— it was a mixture of bad luck and great goaltending on 
Ottawa’s end, especially during the Canes man-advantage.  

That being said, the Canes were able to flip the switch in the 
third and score three goals, reinforcing the comeback 
mindset that fans have already seen a few times this season.  

What’s next? 

The Carolina Hurricanes (31-10-3) face the Boston Bruins 
(26-15-3) at TD Garden on Thursday night at 7pm ET.  

We all know how the last matchup ended, and I’m sure we’d 
all like to see more of the same this time around. In order for 
that to happen, we need to see the Canes play like it’s 
always the third period.  

It is likely that Frederik Andersen will be in net on Thursday, 
which turned out well last time, so let’s hope for a similar 
result tomorrow.

 

Metropolitan Division Weekly Roundup: Kicking Off the Second Half 

The Carolina Hurricanes lead the Metro, but every team has 
a different workload heading into the second half of the 
season.  

By Zeke Lukow 

1. Carolina Hurricanes: 65 Points (21-10-3) 

The Carolina Hurricanes certainly hoped for more coming out 
of the All-Star break. Rod Brind’Amour mentioned on Sunday 
that he hoped that Teuvo Teravainen would have had more 
progression over the break. The lingering injury kept him out 
of the first two games back, but in the long run, it is a better 
move to get him back to 100% for the long run than it is to 
rush him back for two Canadian games. 

The Canes were also without Jesperi Kotmkaniemi who 
entered COVID Protocol on Sunday. The NHL has relaxed 
its rules to only test symptomatic players, but every player 
was tested to return to their teams after the break. Luckily 
Sebastian Aho, Frederik Andersen and Rod Brind’Amour 
tested negative despite playing with Jack Hughes from the 
New Jersey Devils who tested positive. Another aspect of the 
protocols is the fact that Canada is more strict than the US, 
so you will see players that are held from border crossings 
just to be safe.  

The Canes’ slow start isn’t great, but they have struggled in 
empty buildings this year, saying that it is hard to get fired up 
for games when it is a practice environment. The Ottawa 
Senators have also matched up well with the Canes this 
season. The best thing to see in last night’s 4-3 loss is the 
fact they scored three unanswered goals to make the game 
close. It’s always great to see that this team does not quit, 
and they will be able to turn it around.  

2. New York Rangers: 64 Points (30-13-4) 

The New York Rangers do not have another game until Feb. 
15. Their players are still on vacation and don’t have to 
report to the team until Friday. The break comes at a great 
time for the Rangers, who were without their top defenseman 
Adam Fox who was kept out of the All-Star Game due to an 
injury. They are expecting he will be able to return for the 

Ranger's first game back, meaning he will only have missed 
three games while being on injured reserve. 

Heading into the back half of the season the Rangers will be 
very focused on how their younger players fare in their first 
full 82-game NHL season. Both Alexis Lafreniere and Kaapo 
Kakko have struggled to make consistent impacts in the 
lineup. However, Lafreniere does rank second on the 
Rangers with 10 even-strength goals. The Rangers have not 
given him power play time, so his numbers appear smaller 
than his impact. The Rangers are just hoping one can really 
stand out over the long term. Think along the lines of how the 
Canes treated Marin Necas when he first came up and how 
they evaluated Seth Jarvis. It may seem like a slow process, 
but this is the first year this coaching staff is seeing these 
young guns. 

3. Pittsburgh Penguins: 64 Points (28-11-8) 

The Pittsburgh Penguins signed forward Jeff Carter to a two-
year contract extension two weeks ago. The deal for the 37-
year-old center will carry an AAV of $3.125 million. The 
contract comes as Jeff Carter has filled in for both Sidney 
Crosby and Evgeny Malkin admirably. He is third on the 
team with 12 goals and sixth in points with 26. The signing 
could make things interesting for the Penguins that have 
three pending RFAs and 10 pending UFAs. Those UFAs 
include Evgeny Malkin, Zach Aston-Reese, Kris Letang, 
Bryan Rust, and Evan Rodriguez, all impact players for the 
Penguins this season. 

The Penguins are expecting that Malkin’s AAV will come 
down from $9.5 million to something under Crosby’s $8.7 
million which would cover the value of Carter’s deal. It’s also 
reported that Rust is looking for a six-year, $6 million deal 
which combined with a Letang deal would mean the 
Penguins would only have around $8 million in space to sign 
all of their other free agents. The Penguins will have some 
very interesting decisions on their roster for who to keep for 
the future and who to let go, but it doesn’t look like they will 
be able to keep all of their impact players. 
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4. Washington Capitals: 59 Points (25-14-9) 

The Washington Capitals have recalled goaltender Phoenix 
Copley from Hershey. Copley last played in the 2018-2019 
season and earned a multi-year contract with the Caps but 
has not been utilized since. The Caps made this move 
despite any official word on the health of Vitek Vanecek. 
Vanecek has not played since he took a hit in the Pittsburgh 
Penguins game from Kasperi Kapanen. It is expected that 
Vanacek has an upper-body injury that has kept him out.  

Last night marked his second game in the 2021-2022 season 
and he was not able to replicate his success in his first 
appearance. Last night he was pulled after letting up four 
goals on 19 shots for a .789 save percentage. This failed to 
match his other games .955 save percentage on 21 shots 
against the Edmonton Oilers. It has always seemed strange 
that they would not work him in more in a season that they 
have struggled in net and more so that they never gave him 
a shot after re-signing him in 2019.  

5. Columbus Blue Jackets: 43 Points (21-22-1) 

The Columbus Blue Jackets couldn’t have entered the All-
Star break in a worse fashion being beat by the Florida 
Panthers by a score of 8-4. The Blue Jackets also had to 
play the game without Jake Bean, who has been playing on 
the top pair with Zach Werenski. Bean is scheduled to miss 
four weeks with a groin injury. This isn’t all on the Blue 
Jackets, the Panthers' offense has been on fire. They had 73 
goals in January which is the most goals scored by a team in 
a month in 25 seasons. 

The Blue Jackets offense will enter the break on fire with 
three straight games scoring four goals or more. The Jackets 
have been led by Patrik Laine who has four-straight multi-
point games including back-to-back multi-goal games 
Sunday and Monday. These nine points in the last four 
games bring his totals to 24 points in 25 games. While he 
has struggled to some extent, with zero powerplay goals and 
some inconsistent play. He went through incredibly tough 
hardships this season with both an injury and losing his 
father. Seeing him play at nearly a point-per-game pace is a 
welcome sight. 

6. New York Islanders: 38 Points (16-17-6) 

The New York Islanders will return to play for the first time 
since the All-Star break tonight. This will only be the second 
road game for the Islanders since Dec. 16. Out of their last 
15 games, 14 have been at home after having an incredibly 
long road trip to start the season. The other issue for the 
Isles, was their last major west coast road trip was canceled 
due to COVID. Heading into the back half of the season, the 
Islanders have an 8% chance to make the playoffs according 
to The Athletic. The second half will prove to be a crowded 
one with the Isles still to play 43 games left to play, the most 
of any team in the league. 

The Isles head into their first game shorthanded. The great 
news, Kyle Palmieri is on the NHL Non-Injury list on paternity 
break and will rejoin the team mid-road trip. The Isles also 
lost Austin Czarnik who was claimed off waivers by the 
Seattle Kraken. The 29-year-old forward was generally the 
13th or 14th forward on the roster but did have two goals and 
three assists in 11 games played. He was waived due to the 
taxi squads being dissolved after the All-Star break. 

7. Philadelphia Flyers: 38 Points (15-22-8) 

Longtime Flyers captain Claude Giroux served as the captain 
for the Metropolitan Division All-Star team with the late loss 
of Alex Ovechkin. Giroux appeared to enjoy the role and 
earned himself MVP honors for the All-Star weekend. Giroux 
really seemed to gel well with Rod Brind’Amour and both 
were credited with motivating the team to win the four-team 
tournament. While it’s a real pie in the sky idea, it is still fun 
speculating that he would be able to join the Canes at the 
trade deadline as a rental. 

The Flyers named former Flyer Daniel Briere as a Special 
Assistant to the General Manager. Briere was on the Flyers 
for six seasons before having his contract bought out as a 
compliance buyout after the most recent lockout. He has 
experience in a front office having spent five years as the 
President and Governor of the Main Mariners of the ECHL. 
He has also been part of the Flyers’ player development 
department for the last two seasons in a part-time role. I 
would expect this is a similar process and development that 
the Carolina Hurricanes had for Ron Francis. This should set 
up Briere as a future GM of the Flyers. 

8. New Jersey Devils: 37 Points (16-26-5) 

While the Devils have found success stories with their 
forwards, they have struggled mightily in net this season. 
The biggest difficulty for the Devils is simply consistency. 
Through the first half of the season, they had six different 
goaltenders start a game for the Devils. Starter Mackenzie 
Blackwood’s 22 starts lead the team but is still a minority of 
the starts this season. In 23 total games played he has just a 
.984 save percentage and has allowed 11.7 more goals than 
expected. He is only ahead of Philipp Grubauer in that 
category. Blackwood currently is out with an injured heel 
which has caused more turmoil in net. 

The Devils have had to rely on a stable of goalies to back 
him up including trading for Jon Gillies in mid-December. 
Gillies started the season in the ECHL with the Maine 
Mariners, and after a short stint with the AHL Providence 
Bruins, he ended up signing with the AHL Lehigh Valley 
Phantoms. In early December he signed with the St. Louis 
Blues and played one game before being traded to the 
Devils. Now he has started seven games with a 1-5-1 record 
with a .907 save percentage. His lone win was against the 
Carolina Hurricanes on January 22nd.
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Carolina Hurricanes at Boston Bruins: Game Preview 

The Hurricanes ship up to Boston to face a shorthanded 
Bruins team. 

By Matthew Somma 

Carolina Hurricanes (31-10-3) at Boston Bruins (26-15-3) 

2021-22 Regular Season Game 45 

Thursday, February 10, 2022 - 7:00 p.m. ET 

TD Garden — Boston, MA 

Watch: Bally Sports South 

Listen: 99.9 The Fan 

SBN Opposition: Stanley Cup of Chowder 

Follow Canes Country on Social Media 

Twitter @CanesCountry 

Facebook Canes Country 

Instagram @canescountrypix 

Well, this is going to be a very atypical showdown between 
the Hurricanes and Bruins. Tuukka Rask has officially retired 
as of Wednesday, Brad Marchand is reportedly being 
suspended for six games and Patrice Bergeron will miss 
Thursday’s game due to an upper-body injury he sustained 
against Pittsburgh. Three players that have historically 
dominated the Hurricanes in the past are all out of the lineup. 
Still, Boston remains a dangerous team with the likes of 
Taylor Hall, David Pastrnak and Charlie McAvoy. The 
Hurricanes have outscored the Bruins 10-1 this season, so 
Boston will be eager to try and get things going early on. 

Carolina is coming off of tough losses to Toronto and 
Ottawa. While the third period of Ottawa’s game might have 
been the Hurricanes’ best in quite some time, it wasn’t 
enough to erase an ugly 4-0 deficit. Penalties have been a 
major issue for this team, as it seems they’re on a parade to 
the box every game. Players such as Vincent Trocheck and 
Ian Cole seem to have appointments with the penalty box at 
least once or twice a night, killing any sort of momentum that 
the Hurricanes were generating at even strength. You cannot 
let a team like Boston get too many power play chances. 
Even without Bergeron and Marchand, the Bruins are still 
lethal on the power play.  

Teuvo Teravainen will likely be a game-time decision for the 
Hurricanes. He has missed a handful of games due to injury 
and the team has sorely missed his presence. He has 
always been a quiet point producer in the offensive zone and 
provides solid defensive play, but when he’s out of the 
lineup, you notice it immediately. Getting Teravainen back 
would be a huge boost for the top six and would help 
balance out the lines a little more since Jesperi Kotkaniemi is 
still in protocol. 

Vital Statistics 

Category Hurricanes Bruins 

Category Hurricanes Bruins 

Record 31-10-3 26-15-3 

Goals/Game 3.46 3.00 

Goals Against/Game 2.41 2.79 

Shots/Game 33.16 35.23 

Face Off Win % 53.9% 53.9% 

Power Play % (Rank) 24.0% (10th) 26.5% (4th) 

Penalty Kill % (Rank) 89.0% (1st) 83.0% (9th) 

ES Corsi For % 55.18% 53.65% 

ES PDO 101.26 97.67 

PIM/Game 09:09 09:58 

Goaltender #2 

Category Antti Raanta Linus Ullmark 

Record 6-3-1 16-6-1 

Save % .909 .913 

GAA 2.39 2.64 

Game Notes 

 Antti Raanta is one win away from his 100th career 
NHL win 

 Derek Stepan needs one more point to reach 500 
career points 

 Thursday’s game against Boston will be Jordan 
Martinook’s 200th game with the Hurricanes 

 Andrei Svechnikov has been fantastic recently, with 
goals in three of his last four games and 18 points 
in his last 15 games. 

 After a slow start to the season, Vincent Trocheck 
has turned it around. He has 18 points in his last 22 
games and he ranks third on the team in scoring 
since the new year. 

 Nino Niederreiter has six points in his last nine 
games. Nice. 
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TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article258243705.html 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/preview-canes-at-bruins/c-330647212 
https://www.nhl.com/news/super-16-nhl-power-rankings-february-10/c-330635016 

https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/33244279/predicting-big-second-half-performers-all-32-nhl-teams 
https://thehockeynews.com/news/nhl-prospects-to-watch-at-the-beijing-olympic-games 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/2/9/22925308/aln-canes-fall-4-3-to-senators-but-show-promise-in-comeback-efforts 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/2/9/22924832/carolina-hurricanes-metropolitan-division-nhl-news-2-8-22 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/2/10/22927022/carolina-hurricanes-nhl-boston-bruins-preview 
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‘We move on’: Canes search for consistency after losses in return from 
All-Star break 

 

BY CHIP ALEXANDER UPDATED FEBRUARY 09, 2022 2:31 PM 

 

With 40 games scheduled in 80 days after the NHL All-Star break, the 
Carolina Hurricanes had to realize the ride will be anything but smooth. 
That will mean good games and bad, and within each game the 
possibility of good periods and bad, and those to erase from the memory. 

The Canes had one of those games Tuesday at Ottawa — stumbling 
early, recovering and making a late push — though a bit too late in a 4-3 
loss to the Senators at the Canadian Tire Centre. 

First, the bad: The Senators scored twice in the first period and added 
two more early in the second for a 4-0 lead. 

The good: The Canes were the better team in the second 30 minutes of 
the game, and used goals by Andrei Svechnikov, Brendan Smith and 
Vincent Trocheck in the third period to make for some tense final 
moments. 

JEKYLL? OR HYDE? 

How to judge? The Canes (31-10-3) did not give up when they easily 
could have, down four goals. Yet, they came away with a regulation loss 
and no points one day after a 4-3 overtime loss in Toronto to start a four-
game road trip. 

“The third period was good but it’s tough,” Smith said. “If we want to be 
the best team in the world, you’ve got to play from when the puck drops. 
You’ve got to play the whole 60.” 

Consistency of effort has been a strength this season, Canes coach Rod 
Brind’Amour has said, whether at home or away. The Canes, who would 
like to believe they can win the Stanley Cup this year, have prided 
themselves on trying to be an all-effort team for 60 minutes or longer, if 
need be. 

By being one of the best teams in the league this season, the Canes also 
are getting the other team’s best shot nearly every night. So it was 
Tuesday, as the Senators (16-22-4) followed up a win over the New 
Jersey Devils on Monday with some spirited play in the first half of the 
game to build a nice lead. 

“They were buzzing,” Smith said. “They did the right things and they were 
playing the right way. They were playing our game. They were playing a 
stress game and putting it on us.” 

TALE OF TWO NIGHTS 

The Canes, in their first game after the break, played with speed and at a 
good pace Monday against the Maple Leafs. They spent too much time 
in their own zone in the first period Tuesday, then had the Sens score 
quickly in the second as Brady Tkachuk notched the second of the game 
and Chris Tierney picked off a weak Svechnikov pass and beat goalie 
Antti Raanta for the 4-0 lead. 

“We know when we play our game we’re one of the best teams in the 
league,” Smith said. “When we start being cute or trying to make too 
many plays in the neutral zone and turning it over, teams will shove it 
down our throat. We have to be smart. I know it’s a cliche and everybody 
talks about playing 60, but that’s literally what you have to do to be the 
best team in the world.” 

The Canes had 45 shots in the game and 16 came in the final period — 
eight in the last six minutes of regulation after Smith, on the 
defenseman’s 33rd birthday, scored his third of the season. Carolina 
pulled Raanta for a sixth attacker with a little less than three minutes 
remaining and Trocheck scored with 1:12 left in regulation. 

“I love the fact that down 4-0 going into the third it would be easy just to 
roll over, but that’s not how these guys operate,” Brind’Amour said. 
“Really a pretty good second half of the game but to give up four goals, 
you don’t want to spot any team that. But I love the fact we kept digging 
in.” 

NEWS AND NOTES 

▪ For the second straight night, a former Canes goalie was the winning 
goalie. On Monday, it was Petr Mrazek of the Maple Leafs. On Tuesday, 
Anton Forsberg had 42 saves in his second win over the Canes this 
season. 
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▪ No complaints this night about power-play time. The Canes had four 
power plays, moved the puck well and got off eight shots, but couldn’t 
convert. Against Toronto, Carolina had 16 seconds of power-play time. 

▪ Both games were played in arenas with a smattering of fans because of 
Canada’s COVID-19 restrictions. There will be big, noisy crowds awaiting 
in the Canes’ next two — at Boston on Thursday and then at Minnesota 
on Saturday. 

▪ The Canes need forward Teuvo Teravainen back in the lineup and 
producing. A lower-body injury has kept him out of four games and has 
caused jumbling of the lines. Teravainen is on the trip and could be back 
for Boston. 

▪ Not having Jesperi Kotkaniemi available this week has to be 
disappointing for Brind’Amour. The center apparently contracted COVID-
19 during the break, tested positive and entered the NHL protocol on 
Sunday. But as Brind’Amour said Tuesday, “We move on.” 
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Bruins’ Brad Marchand suspended six games for roughing, high-sticking 
Penguins goaltender 

 

By Julian Benbow Globe Staff 

Updated February 9, 2022, 9:17 p.m. 

 

For the second time this season, Brad Marchand will miss games 
because of a suspension. The Bruins’ leading scorer was suspended six 
games by the NHL Wednesday night for roughing and high-sticking 
Pittsburgh Penguins goalie Tristan Jarry. 

Marchand had an in-person hearing via Zoom Wednesday with the NHL 
Department of Player Safety, and he went there aware he might be 
facing a lengthy ban. In-person hearings are reserved for suspensions 
longer than five games. 

Marchand served a three-game suspension in November for slew footing 
Vancouver’s Oliver Ekman-Larsson. 

This is the eighth time Marchand has been suspended in his career. 
Before this season, he hadn’t been in trouble with the league since 2018. 
Because this is his second time being disciplined in an 18-month span, 
Marchand is considered a repeat offender and must forfeit 6/82nds of his 
salary. 

With goalie Tuukka Rask announcing his retirement and captain Patrice 
Bergeron out with a head injury, Marchand’s suspension compounds 
problems for the Bruins, who were optimistic coming out of the All-Star 
break with all 14 forwards healthy. 

Coach Bruce Cassidy said the team will consider options from AHL 
Providence to add depth with two of the team’s top forwards out of the 
lineup. 

Cassidy wasn’t surprised Marchand got a call from the league. 

Brad Marchand is held by an official and Pittsburgh's Sidney Crosby 
following Tuesday's incident. 

Brad Marchand is held by an official and Pittsburgh's Sidney Crosby 
following Tuesday's incident.Jim Davis/ 

Globe Staff “You never know how they’re going to deal with it,” Cassidy 
said Wednesday before the announcement was made. “Obviously, I do 
believe you have to protect goaltenders in those situations. We want ours 
protected. It didn’t look like there’s any sort of injury. Hopefully that’s 
factored in as well.” 

Although Marchand’s outburst Tuesday night occurred in the final minute 
of the game, tension started brewing at the end of the second period. 
Jarry appeared to gather a puck on his stick to flick over the glass to a 
fan when Marchand swooped in and swatted it away. The two exchanged 
words as they went to their locker rooms. 

“Looked like he had a puck on a stick, Jarry, I don’t know if he was going 
to flip it to a kid or not,” Cassidy said. “Marsh knocked it off. A little 
gamesmanship. I don’t think that’s any reason to get either party upset, 
to be honest with you.” 

With 21 seconds left in the game, and the Penguins leading, 4-2, 
Marchand tried to punch a rebound past Jarry, and the situation 
escalated. Marchand was issued a roughing penalty for punching Jarry in 
the head and an attempt-to-injure match penalty for the stick poke. 

“At the end of the game, I don’t know if words were exchanged,” said 
Cassidy. “I wasn’t on the ice. Could have been, but still you shouldn’t go 
after the goaltender in that situation unless you’re pushed into the crease 
or he sticks you first, which I did not see. Could have happened; I don’t 
think so.” 

What might have set Marchand off was seeing Jarry take a swipe at 
Charlie Coyle during the same sequence as Coyle took off from the net 
to the corner to chase down a loose puck. 

“Maybe it did,” Cassidy said. ”Like I said, I didn’t see all of that happen.” 

Cassidy had said after the game that Marchand’s actions were 
undisciplined. His feelings didn’t change a day later. 

“I just think, same as last night, Marsh just has to have control of his 
emotions in that situation,” Cassidy said. “Live to fight another day, get 
ready for the next game. Unfortunately, got the best of him.” 
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Tuukka Rask retires: 5 memorable moments from his career 

 

By Tom Westerholm Boston.com 

Updated February 9, 2022, 8:44 p.m. 

 

Tuukka Rask confirmed the rumors on Wednesday: The longtime Bruins 
goalie is retiring from hockey. 

The 34-year-old underwent hip surgery this summer hoping to extend his 
career, but his hip refused to cooperate, and his four-game stint with the 
Bruins yielded 4.28 goals against per game. 

“Over these last few weeks, I’ve realized that my body is not responding 
the way it needs to for me to play at the level I expect of myself and that 
my teammates and Bruins fans deserve,” Rask wrote in a statement. 
“Therefore, it is with a heavy heart that I announce my retirement from 
the game of hockey.” 

Rask noted that his teammates — as well as Bruins fans — shared “so 
many special memories over the years.” 

Here’s a look back at some of Rask’s most memorable moments as a 
member of the Bruins. 

While Rask spent his entire career with the Bruins, he didn’t start there: 
The Bruins acquired him via trade after the Maple Leafs selected him 
with the 21st pick in the 2005 draft (the Bruins had the No. 22 pick that 
year). In exchange, the Bruins dealt Andrew Raycroft to Toronto. 
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In 2013, Steve Simmons of the Toronto Sun wrote in a column that “the 
Rask trade isn’t necessarily the worst deal ever made by the Leafs, but 
it’s certainly part of any conversation on the subject.” As Simmons noted, 
Toronto’s European scout loved Rask and thought he was the goalie of 
the future. 

Rask got his revenge quickly: His first win as an NHL goalie was a 4-2 
victory over the Maple Leafs in 2007. To Simmons’ point: Rask put 
together a successful 15-year career with the Bruins. Raycroft spent two 
seasons with the Maple Leafs and was bought out in 2008. 

Rask didn’t immediately break into the Bruins’ goalie rotation. After spot 
appearances in his first two seasons, Rask was named the back-up 
goalie in 2009-10. He played well — leading the league in save 
percentage and goals against per game — and replaced veteran goalie 
Tim Thomas as the team’s starter, but Thomas returned the next season 
and played all 25 games during the team’s Stanley Cup run. Thomas’s 
.940 save percentage was a league-high, while Rask remained off the 
ice. 

Still, Rask started 27 games during the regular season. He went on to 
help lead the Bruins back to the Stanley Cup finals in 2013 and 2019, 
when they lost to the Blackhawks and Blues respectively. 

Rask wins the Vezina Award 

In 2014, Rask put together one of his best seasons as a pro. He led the 
NHL in shutouts with seven (as well as two in the postseason), posted a 
36–15–6 record, and finished with a .930 save percentage — second-
best in the NHL, and best among the three Vezina finalists, which 
included Lightning goalie Ben Bishop and Avalanche goalie Semyon 
Varlamov. 

In a very brief acceptance speech for the award that lasted 40 seconds, 
Rask said he had “never been so nervous in his life.” He thanked GMs 
who voted for him, the Jacobs family for keeping him in Boston, and his 
teammates and trainers. 

“And my girlfriend,” he said with a chuckle as he hurriedly exited the 
stage. 

Rask and Jaroslav Halak won the William M. Jennings Trophy, awarded 
to the goalies who allow the fewest goals. Rask was also nominated for 
the Vezina again, which would have made him one of just six goalies to 
win the award twice since 1981. Jets goalie Connor Hellebuyck ultimately 
claimed the award, however. 

Rask helps Finland claim bronze in Sochi 

Rask began his career in his home country of Finland, and he quickly 
rose to prominence as one of the best European goalies. By the time the 
2005 draft rolled around, he was the top-ranked European goaltender in 
the class. 

In 2014, Rask played in four of Finland’s six games — helping lead the 
country to a bronze medal. Finland might have had a shot at gold, 
however, if it wasn’t for a flu bug that sidelined Rask during the 
semifinals. The Finns lost the semifinals to Sweden 2-1, and Rask had to 
content himself with shutting out the United States in the bronze medal 
game. Sweden ultimately fell to a dominant Canadian team that allowed 
just three goals in six games. 

The semifinal was the first game Rask missed in 2013-14 due to injury or 
illness, even though a flu bug ravaged the Bruins’ locker room, as the 
Daily Metro West noted at the time. 

Rask becomes winningest goalie in Bruins history 

Later in his career, Rask set several impressive marks for longevity. In 
2019, he shut out the Capitals 1-0 with 24 saves, pushing him past Cecil 
“Tiny” Thompson for the most wins in Bruins goaltender history with 253 
(Rask retires with 308 for his career). 

“It’s just your name is in the history books, that’s about it,” Rask said. 
“And then someday somebody else is going to come and break it, so 
hopefully I can put up a couple more and get some cushion.” 

Then in 2021, Rask recorded 19 saves in a 4-1 victory over the Capitals, 
surpassing Gerry Cheevers for the most postseason wins in franchise 
history with 54. The Bruins won the series but bowed out in the Eastern 
Conference semifinals. Rask finished his career with 57 postseason 
victories — 17th in NHL history. 

Prior to the season, Rask said he never wanted to leave the Bruins. 

“For me, it’s about that pride of playing for one team and one team only. I 
have no reason to chase the money anymore and go somewhere else,” 
Rask said on WEEI in 2021. “It’s going to be one of those things where 
the Bruins are my home. Boston is my home. I’ve always wanted to play 
here, wanted to stay here.” 

Rask might not have gotten his wish for a triumphant return to hockey, 
but he got a different wish: An entire career with one team. 

“I’ve never wanted to play for any other team,” Rask wrote in his 
statement Wednesday evening. “I’m so proud to have worn the Spoked B 
for my entire career and wouldn’t have had it any other way.” 
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Tuukka Rask did plenty for the Bruins, but for some it was never enough 

 

By Kevin Paul Dupont Globe Staff 

Updated February 9, 2022, 8:39 p.m. 

 

Tuukka Rask, who wanted a Stanley Cup championship truly to call his 
own, instead on Wednesday afternoon decided to call it a career, noting 
in his farewell statement that his body no longer could live up to the 
physical rigors of NHL goaltending. 

Not a good day for Rask, who will turn 35 next month. Not a good day for 
Bruins fans, at least those honest enough to acknowledge his august 
body of work that included more wins (308), more shutouts (52), more 
playoff games (104), and more postseason wins (57) than any netminder 
in franchise history. 

“It is with a heavy heart,” Rask wrote in a statement the Bruins released 
shortly after 5 p.m., “that I announce my retirement from the game of 
hockey.” 

His decision, while abrupt, was not a shock. In his four appearances this 
season, returning to action Jan. 13 after having a torn hip labrum 
repaired over the summer, Rask went from solid in his opening start, to 
average, and then to subpar. 

All of it played out in a span of 11 less-than-memorable days that 
culminated with a loss to the Ducks on Jan. 24 in which he gave up five 
goals on 27 shots. 

So, a storybook ending it was not. As is so often the case. 

Truth is, few have the chance to say goodbye in glorious style like, say, 
Ray Bourque, who shook the Cup ecstatically over his head at the end of 
his brief farewell tour with the Avalanche. 

In Bruins’ history, Rask’s adieu is more akin to that of Gord Kluzak, the 
behemoth blue liner (and No. 1 overall pick in the 1982 draft) who was 
only 26 when he played his final game for the Bruins, forced to call it 
quits because of a bum knee full of staples, stitches, and broken dreams. 
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Unlike Bourque and Kluzak, Rask did get his name on the Cup here, in 
2011, albeit while stationed at the end of the bench as partner Tim 
Thomas steered the magic carpet ride that ended with a Game 7 win in 
Vancouver. 

Rask then twice backed the Bruins on runs to the Cup Final, in 2013 and 
2019, only to come up short each time. They lost to the Blackhawks in 
‘13, in the great Game 6 unraveling at the Garden, for which some still 
lay too much blame at Rask’s feet. And then in Game 7 in ‘19, again at 
the Garden, a night in which Blues rookie goaltender Jordan Binnington 
was too much and an exhausted Bruins offense too little. 

For his part, wrote Rask, what he’ll remember most is “the bond that I 
had with my teammates, coaches, and team staffs” — memories and 
friendships that he said will remain with him forever. 

“I will miss everything,” he added, “that comes with representing the 
Boston Bruins.” 

Rask, despite the club records and his superb career metrics (2.28 goals-
against average; .921 save percentage) still ranks second to Gerry 
Cheevers as the club’s greatest goalie. 

Cheevers, with help from partner Eddie Johnston, backed the Bruins to 
two Cup titles (1970 and ‘72), and might have added one or two more if 
he had not bolted, along with Derek Sanderson and others, for bigger 
bucks in the rival World Hockey Association. 

Cheevers, though, had the luxury of being part of a team, the Big Bad 
Bruins, forever to be remembered for its record-breaking offense, led by 
the legendary likes of Bobby Orr and Phil Esposito. Rask never worked 
with such riches. In fact, only Grant Fuhr, the lead netminding face of the 
great Oilers teams in the 1980s and ‘90s, ever backstopped a group that 
with the kind of offensive firepower. 

For those unwilling to give Rask proper credit, they’ll justify it with the 
club’s failure to close the deal in 2013 and ‘19. Granted, Cup titles go a 
long way in defining careers, a painful truth for superb talents such as 
Jean Ratelle and Brad Park, just to name two. 

In that context, Rask also had the misfortune of playing here when 
Boston became title town, amid the glorious championship runs of the 
Patriots and Red Sox. Reaching a Cup Final is arguably the toughest, 
most physically demanding task in pro sports. Rask led the Bruins there 
twice, often with brilliant performances. In fact, the case easily can be 
made that no Rask would have meant no Cup Final in 2013 or ‘19. The 
dissenters will remember those years for what he didn’t do rather than 
what he did. 

In his farewell, Rask spoke of the 2011 Cup win, the two added Finals, 
his play in the Winter Classics, his Olympic bronze medal with Finland in 
2014, and how Boston became his family’s “adopted” home. 

He arrived here as an unknown, acquired in a June 2006 trade from 
Toronto for Andrew Raycroft. The end came nearly 16 years later, the 
Bruins left to find their way with Linus Ullmark and Jeremy Swayman in 
net. 

And so it goes. 

Rask signed the bottom of the release, “Kiitos paljon, Boston,” Finnish for 
“thanks a lot.” 

Such a simple farewell. Perhaps Rask will have more to say at another 
time, but for now the work he’s left behind will speak for him. 

For some, that’s plenty. 

For some others, it was never enough. 
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Tuukka Rask, Bruins’ winningest goalie, announces retirement at 34 after 
battling injuries 

 

By Julian Benbow Globe Staff 

Updated February 9, 2022, 5:29 p.m. 

 

Tuukka Rask, a two-time NHL All-Star, winner of the Vezina Trophy in 
2013-14, and a part of the Bruins’ 2010-11 Stanley Cup championship 
team who also helped them reach the Cup Final in 2013 and ‘19, 
announced Wednesday he is retiring following a short-lived comeback 
from offseason hip surgery. 

Rask, 34, spent his entire career with the Bruins and is the franchise’s 
winningest goalie. The Bruins left the door open for him to return for a 
15th season in October, and Rask began working out at the club’s 
Warrior Arena practice facility. 

He made his return official in January, starting four games, but he never 
looked like the goalie who posted a .921 save percentage and 2.28 
goals-against average for his career. He allowed 14 goals on 90 shots, 
going 2-2-0. 

Rask did not travel with the team on its three-game trip just before the 
All-Star break and did not start the final game of the first half, leaving 
Linus Ullmark to make four straight starts. 

When the Bruins returned from the break, coach Bruce Cassidy said he 
would allow Rask to speak for himself about his future. Rask announced 
his retirement via a statement released through the Bruins Twitter 
account. 

“Today is a day that I hoped would never come,” the statement read. “But 
now that it’s here, I feel I owe it to everyone to hear it from me. When I 
made the decision to have surgery on my hip last summer, I did so 
knowing that the road to recovery would be challenging. I also knew it 
was something I would have to do if I wanted to give myself a chance to 
play my best hockey again. 

“The rehab, the workouts, the practices — all of it was with the intention 
of getting back to where I needed to be to help my teammates win games 
and make another run at a Stanley Cup. Over these last few weeks, I’ve 
realize that my body is not responding the way it needs to for me to play 
at the level I expect of myself and that my teammates and Bruins fans 
deserve. Therefore, it is with a heavy heart that I announce my retirement 
from the game of hockey.” 

“While I am sad to say goodbye to the game I love, I am so very thankful 
to have shared these last 15 years with the greatest teammates and fans 
in the best sports city in the world. 

“Through all the ups and downs, I am so grateful for all the support this 
team and the people of Boston have given me. 

“I’ve never wanted to play for any other team. I’m so proud to have worn 
the Spoked B for my entire career and wouldn’t have had it any other 
way.” 

Cassidy said before Wednesday’s announcement, “I know this about 
Tuukka: He wants to play at a certain level. If he doesn’t feel he can get 
there, then he’s going to have a decision to make, and that’s what he’s 
going through right now.” 

Cassidy recalled the work Rask did to get back on the ice but also 
wondered whether he would have benefited from a tuneup stint in AHL 
Providence. 

“He was in here every day rehabbing,” Cassidy said. “He put the time in. I 
think there’s some other things going on with his body that, at his age, 
maybe he wasn’t expecting coming back.” 
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Rask’s retirement leaves the Bruins goalie situation where it was at the 
start of the season. Jeremy Swayman returned to the NHL roster after 
playing five games in Providence while Rask was back in the fold. 
Ullmark remains the No. 1 goalie. 

“We need them to play well to give us the best chance to win,” Cassidy 
said. 

Swayman was 8-6-2 prior to the All-Star break. He gave up three goals 
Tuesday in the 4-2 loss to the Penguins. Cassidy said he didn’t think 
Rask’s return interrupted Swayman’s progress. 

“I don’t think he was here long enough for it to have a negative effect on 
him,” Cassidy said. “If Sway had sat for a long period of time, you could 
make an argument that, yeah, we had a guy playing that gets rusty. 

“I think we’re all in agreement Tuukka’s a world-class goalie. It was an 
opportunity for us to improve on a position, and the players were willing 
to do it. 

“Unfortunately for Tuukka, he didn’t bounce back as well as he would 
have liked or we would have liked — and that’s where we’re at right now. 
So, that’s the part that you know realistically could happen. You’re hoping 
it doesn’t, but that’s where we’re at.” 
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Bruins’ Brad Marchand suspended six games for roughing, high-sticking 
Penguins goaltender 

 

By Julian Benbow Globe Staff 

Updated February 9, 2022, 9:17 p.m. 

 

For the second time this season, Brad Marchand will miss games 
because of a suspension. The Bruins’ leading scorer was suspended six 
games by the NHL Wednesday night for roughing and high-sticking 
Pittsburgh Penguins goalie Tristan Jarry. 

Marchand had an in-person hearing via Zoom Wednesday with the NHL 
Department of Player Safety, and he went there aware he might be 
facing a lengthy ban. In-person hearings are reserved for suspensions 
longer than five games. 

Marchand served a three-game suspension in November for slew footing 
Vancouver’s Oliver Ekman-Larsson. 

This is the eighth time Marchand has been suspended in his career. 
Before this season, he hadn’t been in trouble with the league since 2018. 
Because this is his second time being disciplined in an 18-month span, 
Marchand is considered a repeat offender and must forfeit 6/82nds of his 
salary. 

With goalie Tuukka Rask announcing his retirement and captain Patrice 
Bergeron out with a head injury, Marchand’s suspension compounds 
problems for the Bruins, who were optimistic coming out of the All-Star 
break with all 14 forwards healthy. 

Coach Bruce Cassidy said the team will consider options from AHL 
Providence to add depth with two of the team’s top forwards out of the 
lineup. 

Cassidy wasn’t surprised Marchand got a call from the league. 

Globe Staff “You never know how they’re going to deal with it,” Cassidy 
said Wednesday before the announcement was made. “Obviously, I do 
believe you have to protect goaltenders in those situations. We want ours 

protected. It didn’t look like there’s any sort of injury. Hopefully that’s 
factored in as well.” 

Although Marchand’s outburst Tuesday night occurred in the final minute 
of the game, tension started brewing at the end of the second period. 
Jarry appeared to gather a puck on his stick to flick over the glass to a 
fan when Marchand swooped in and swatted it away. The two exchanged 
words as they went to their locker rooms. 

“Looked like he had a puck on a stick, Jarry, I don’t know if he was going 
to flip it to a kid or not,” Cassidy said. “Marsh knocked it off. A little 
gamesmanship. I don’t think that’s any reason to get either party upset, 
to be honest with you.” 

With 21 seconds left in the game, and the Penguins leading, 4-2, 
Marchand tried to punch a rebound past Jarry, and the situation 
escalated. Marchand was issued a roughing penalty for punching Jarry in 
the head and an attempt-to-injure match penalty for the stick poke. 

“At the end of the game, I don’t know if words were exchanged,” said 
Cassidy. “I wasn’t on the ice. Could have been, but still you shouldn’t go 
after the goaltender in that situation unless you’re pushed into the crease 
or he sticks you first, which I did not see. Could have happened; I don’t 
think so.” 

What might have set Marchand off was seeing Jarry take a swipe at 
Charlie Coyle during the same sequence as Coyle took off from the net 
to the corner to chase down a loose puck. 

“Maybe it did,” Cassidy said. ”Like I said, I didn’t see all of that happen.” 

Cassidy had said after the game that Marchand’s actions were 
undisciplined. His feelings didn’t change a day later. 

“I just think, same as last night, Marsh just has to have control of his 
emotions in that situation,” Cassidy said. “Live to fight another day, get 
ready for the next game. Unfortunately, got the best of him.” 
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Patrice Bergeron is ruled out of Thursday’s Bruins game with head injury 

 

By Julian Benbow Globe Staff 

Updated February 9, 2022, 1:50 p.m. 

 

Bruins captain Patrice Bergeron did not participate in Wednesday’s 
practice and will not play Thursday night against the Hurricanes. 

Bergeron left Tuesday’s loss to Pittsburgh after getting a skate tangled 
with Sidney Crosby’s and crashing into the boards. Bergeron went to the 
training room and never returned as staff checked for concussion 
symptoms. 

Bruins coach Bruce Cassidy described Bergeron’s status as an upper-
body injury, but acknowledged it was a head issue. 

“It’s involving his head, so we have to be careful,” Cassidy said. “This is a 
guy that’s had a head injury in the past. We want to make sure 
everything checks out. He wants to make sure everything checks out. 

“So in the immediate term here, he didn’t skate today, he won’t play 
tomorrow, and hopefully he’s in good shape in the next few days. But 
we’re going to obviously take as much time as we need with this one.” 

Patrice Bergeron is attended to by a trainer after he was injured in the 
third period of Tuesday's game against the Penguins. 
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Patrice Bergeron is attended to by a trainer after he was injured in the 
third period of Tuesday's game against the Penguins.Jim Davis/ 

Globe Staff Bergeron has a history of concussions. He sustained four of 
them over six seasons from 2007 to 2013 and has been outspoken about 
their effects. 

“When you go to the boards like that, obviously, there’s a residual effect,” 
Cassidy said. “Obviously, the first thing you think of is his head, 
shoulders, etc.” 

Bergeron was coming off his third All-Star Game appearance, scoring a 
goal for Team Atlantic in the semifinal of the midseason three-on-three 
tournament. 

Bergeron has played in 43 of the Bruins’ 44 games this season, posting a 
12-23—35 line while going plus-9 in 18:22 of ice time per game. 
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Longtime Bruins goaltender Tuukka Rask retires 

 

Steve Conroy 

5-6 minutes 2/9/2022 

 

Tuukka Rask, his 34-year-old body not responding to hip surgery the way 
he would have hoped, announced his retirement from the Bruins and 
hockey on Wednesday, ending his stellar 15-year career. 

In a lengthy post on Twitter, Rask did not leave anything up to ambiguity. 
His body will not allow him to play anymore. He is done. 

“Today is the day I hoped would never come,” read Rask’s statement. 
“But now that it’s here, I feel I owe it to everyone to hear it from me. 
When I made the decision to have surgery, I did so knowing the road to 
recovery would be challenging. I also knew it was something I would 
have to do if I wanted to give myself a chance to play my best hockey 
again. The rehab, the workouts, the practices — all of it was with the 
intention of getting back to where I needed to be to help my teammates 
win games and make another run at a Stanley Cup. Over these last few 
weeks, I’ve realized my body is not responding the way it needs to for me 
to play at the level I expect of myself and that my teammates and Bruins 
fans deserve. 

“Therefore, it is with a heavy heart that I announce my retirement from 
the game of hockey.” 

Obtained in a trade with the Toronto Maple Leafs in 2006 for goalie 
Andrew Raycroft, the Finnish-born prospect proved to be everything 
then-interim GM Jeff Gorton could have hoped for when he made the 
deal. 

Rask retires as the B’s all-time winningest goalie with 308 victories with a 
career .921 save percentage, 2.28 goals against average and 52 
shutouts. Coming of age in Boston at a time in which success was 
measured in championships, some may forever point to the fact that he 
wasn’t able to win a Stanley Cup as a starter. But his numbers in the 
postseason are even better than in the regular season as he posted a 
.925 save percentage, 2.22 GAA in 57 postseason victories. Among 
goalies who played a minimum of 300 games, Rask’s .921 career save 
percentage trails only all-time greats Dominik Hasek and Ken Dryden, 
who both posted .922 marks. 

Whether he’s a Hall of Famer is for other people to decide with the 
benefit of time, but coach Bruce Cassidy heaped high praise on Rask. 

Cassidy was an assistant in Providence in Rask’s second year in the 
AHL and it was obvious that he’d be ready to make the jump soon. 

“One of the elite goaltenders ever in the NHL, not only with Boston,” said 
Cassidy, just hours before the announcement was made. “I think his 
impact was he solidified (the Bruins) reputations of being a very good 
defensive team. …  A lot goes into that, but it starts with the goaltender.” 

He had his rough patches, to be sure. After winning the starting job as a 
rookie from an ailing Tim Thomas in 2009-10, he was between the pipes 
when the B’s lost a 3-0 series lead and a 3-0 Game 7 lead to the 
Philadelphia Flyers. And in perhaps his best season, his 2013-14 Vezina 
Trophy winning season, he was outshone by the Canadiens’ Carey Price 
in the second-round loss. 

But the idea that he didn’t show up in big games is far off the mark. His 
performance against the favored Pittsburgh Penguins in the 2013 
Eastern Conference Finals was brilliant, especially in the 1-0 victory in 
the close-out game. In the 2019 Cup run, he won three Games 6s on the 
road, one to close out the series against Columbus and two to extend 
series to Games 7s. The B’s won their Game 7 against Toronto in the 
first round, but in the Stanley Cup Finals, they came up short in Game 7 
at home against the St. Louis Blues. 

That loss still stings for many Bruins fans, some of whom hold Rask 
responsible. But if this town’s tough critics ever bothered him — and, 
truthfully, they were rarely heard inside the Garden walls — he never let 
them show it. And in his official sign-off, Rask focused on the positive. 

“Through all the ups and downs, I am so grateful for all the support this 
team and the people of Boston have given me. I will miss everything that 
comes with representing the Boston Bruins,” said Rask. 

And if his dedication to the B’s was ever in question, he put that to rest 
with the cut rate, $1 million prorated deal he signed in early January. 

“I’ve never wanted to play for any other team,” read his statement. “I’m so 
proud to have worn the Spoked-B for my entire career and wouldn’t have 
had it any other way.” 

But that deal was indeed too good to be true. After it appeared Rask 
might get a storybook ending when he played well in his first game back 
in a win over the Flyers, he could not make it all the way back. He started 
four games, posting a 2-2 record, and his last game was a 5-3 loss to the 
Anaheim Ducks on Jan. 24. He went on the road with the team, but when 
he could not even serve as a backup in Arizona on Jan. 28, the alarm 
bells went off. Sure enough, he would eventually come to the decision 
that he could not be the goalie he once was. 

Now Rask officially hands off the torch to Linus Ullmark and Jeremy 
Swayman. The skates they must fill are mighty big. 
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Bruins Notebook: Brad Marchand suspended six games 

 

Steve Conroy 

6-7 minutes 2/9/2022 

 

The Bruins will be without the services of Brad Marchand for a whopping 
six games after the NHL Department of Player Safety dropped the 
hammer on him Wednesday night. And perhaps of even greater concern 
is just how long captain Patrice Bergeron will be out. 

First, let’s start with Marchand. After the B’s star first punched Tristan 
Jarry and then shoved his stick blade at the Pittsburgh goalie’s mask on 
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Tuesday — earning him a match penalty and automatic suspension 
pending review — the league offered the B’s forward an in-person 
hearing, which was held via Zoom. The in-person offering was telling in 
that it allowed the league to suspend Marchand for more than five 
games, and they used that discretion to whack Marchand for a half-
dozen games. 

In the league’s video, it said “the totality” of Marchand’s actions was 
“unacceptable” and pointed to his lengthy rap sheet in helping to 
determine the number of games. 

After Marchand was suspended for three games earlier this season for 
what was deemed a slew-foot on Vancouver’s Oliver Ekman-Larson, a 
suspension Bruce Cassidy still disagrees with, Marchand should not 
have expected any favors from the league on this one. This is the eighth 
suspension of his career and he’s been fined five times. 

Whether Marchand deserves six games for this latest infraction is 
debatable. Jarry was not hurt in the scuffle and another player without 
Marchand’s history might have gotten away with a fine, possibly a game 
or two. But what is not debatable is that he showed some seriously bad 
judgment. There was only 24 seconds left in a game that the Penguins 
had just salted away with an empty-net goal. 

“I don’t know if surprised is the right word. You never know how they’re 
going to deal with it,” said Cassidy of the in-person designation before 
the ruling came down. “Obviously I do believe you have to protect 
goaltenders in those situations. We’d want ours to be protected. It didn’t 
look like there was any sort of injury. Hopefully that’s factored in as well.” 

Cassidy had called out Marchand’s lack of discipline immediately after 
the game and didn’t look at the incident any differently a day later. 

“I don’t know if words were exchanged on the ice, but still, you shouldn’t 
go after the goaltender in that situation unless you’re pushed into the 
crease or he sticks you first, which I did not see,” said Cassidy. “March 
just has to have control of his emotions in that situation. Live to fight 
another day and get ready for the next game. Unfortunately, it got the 
best of him.” 

Jarry did give Charlie Coyle a whack before the whistle, and Cassidy 
didn’t rule out that being the catalyst to Marchand’s meltdown. 

“Maybe it did. I didn’t see all of that happen,” said Cassidy. 

Cassidy said he’ll have another chat with his alternate captain. 

“We’ve had a few shares of our sitdowns over the years,” said Cassidy. 
“And I think Brad’s done a pretty good job for the most part with 
controlling his emotions. The Ekman-Larson (suspension), that’s heat of 
the battle for a puck. … You see it a lot with (P.K.) Subban in those 
situations, other players have gotten into those puck battles. But this one, 
we’ll have to talk about.” 

And Marchand’s suspension comes at a particularly difficult time. 
Bergeron left Tuesday’s game in the third period after colliding with 
Sidney Crosby and hitting his head into the boards. Bergeron, who has a 
well-documented history of concussions, did not return to the game and 
didn’t take the ice for the B’s practice on Wednesday at Warrior Ice 
Arena. Cassidy ruled him out for Thursday’s game against Carolina. 
Beyond that is up in the air. 

“It’s involving his head, so you have to be careful,” said Cassidy. “This is 
a guy that has had a head injury in the past. We want to make sure 
everything checks out. He wants to make sure everything checks out. 
Hopefully he’s in good shape in the next few days, but we’re obviously 
going to take as much time as we need on this one.” 

Not only do the B’s face a Hurricanes team that has had their number 
this year, they play 10 of their next 11 games away from the Garden. The 
lone home game in that stretch is against the high-flying Colorado 
Avalanche. It’s not a good time to be without two of their best players. 

The opposition will no doubt zero in on the new top line of Taylor Hall, 
Erik Haula and David Pastrnak. 

“Not to give you the cliche of everyone has to add a little more. I think 
that’s true in a sense, but replacing your captain and then a player like 
Marchie is not just as simple as everyone doing a bit more,” said Hall. 
“We’re going to miss those guys no doubt, so we’re going to have to find 
a way to all be the best version of ourselves and play collectively as a 
team. Not to say we’re going to have to play perfect hockey or anything 
but we’re going to have to be dialed in, especially with the team we’re 
playing (Thursday).” 

Krejci leaves door open 

Speaking with the Associated Press at the Olympics in China, David 
Krejci — though his usual cryptic self — again left the door open for 
returning to the B’s this year, however improbable it may be. His season 
with HC Oloumuc is over on March 9 and as of now his team is in line to 
play a best-of-five play-in series. His club has to be done before the 
March 21 NHL trade deadline for him to be eligible to return. He would 
also have to pass through waivers before the B’s could re-sign him. 

“I’m here right now. I’m going to focus on this tournament,” said Krejci. “I 
don’t know myself what’s going to happen, so I’m just going to play it 
out.” 

Krejci’s Czech Republic was stunned by Denmark, 2-1, on Wednesday. 
… 

While the B’s have enough forwards right now, Cassidy said they may 
still dip into Providence for Thursday’s game. He said they will definitely 
bring more players when they hit the road for Saturday’s game against 
Ottawa. … 

Brandon Carlo took a maintenance day on Wednesday, but Cassidy 
believes he’ll be ready for Carolina. 
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Bruins goalie Tuukka Rask announces retirement in heartfelt statement 

 

by Nick Goss 

 

Tuukka Rask's historic career with the Boston Bruins is over. 

The 34-year-old goaltender announced his retirement Wednesday 
evening in a heartfelt statement released by the team. 

Here is the statement in full: 

Rask returned to the Bruins last month after rehabbing from offseason 
hip surgery following the 2020-21 NHL season. He appeared in four 
games but had not played since Jan. 24 due to a lower body injury. 

How latest Tuukka Rask news impacts Bruins' goaltending for rest of 
season 

“Over these last few weeks, I've realized that my body is not responding 
the way it needs to for me to play at the level I expect of myself and that 
my teammates and Bruins fans deserve," Rask said in the above 
statement. 

The Finnish netminder retires as one of the best goalies in Bruins history 
(easily top three) and one of the best players of his era. 

He played 15 seasons for Boston, helping them reach the postseason in 
seven of the nine years he was the starting goalie. He also helped 
Boston advance to three Stanley Cup Final series, once as a backup in 
2011 and twice as the starter in 2013 and 2019. He also won the Vezina 
Trophy in 2013-14 and finished second in the award's voting two years 
ago. 
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Rask finishes as the Bruins' all-time leader in wins (308) and saves 
(14,345). He's tied with Tim Thomas for the franchise's top save 
percentage (.921) and his 2.10 goals against average ranks second 
behind Tiny Thompson.  

The only blemish on Rask's resume is the lack of a Stanley Cup title as 
Boston's No. 1 goalie, although he came very close in 2013 and 2019. 
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Brad Marchand handed hefty suspension for Tristan Jarry incident 

 

by Justin Leger 

 

The Department of Player Safety announced Wednesday that Marchand 
has been handed a six-game suspension for his roughing and high 
sticking against Pittsburgh Penguins goaltender Tristan Jarry. With less 
than 30 seconds left in Tuesday night's game, Marchand took a swing at 
Jarry before hitting him in the mask with his stick. 

Watch the incident below: 

This is Marchand's second suspension this season. He also was 
suspended for three games in November for slew-footing Vancouver 
Canucks defenseman Oliver Ekman-Larsson. 

The six-game ban means Marchand won't be back on the ice until Feb. 
24 in Seattle. It's a big blow for the B's, who will be without their most 
productive offensive player for a while. Marchand leads Boston with 49 
points (21 goals, 28 assists) this season. 
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How latest Tuukka Rask news impacts Bruins' goaltending for rest of 
season 

 

by Nick Goss 

 

The Bruins will return to their goalie tandem from the start of the season 
in Linus Ullmark and rookie Jeremy Swayman. It's quite possible this is 
Boston's duo in net for several years to come. 

Let's take a look at how this major development with Rask impacts each 
of these three goalies. 

Linus Ullmark 

Ullmark is the No. 1 goalie for the Bruins going forward. 

After a slow start to the season, he's been much better over the last two-
and-a-half months with a 13-4-1 record, a .916 save percentage and a 
2.25 GAA since Nov. 20. 

What's happening with Rask is why the Bruins made a great decision 
signing Ullmark as a free agent last offseason. It was always going to be 
a tough ask of Rask to come back from a significant hip injury at 34 years 
old. The Bruins needed protection and Ullmark has been solid for them.  

There's still room for improvement, but Ullmark has been pretty 
dependable for the Bruins and given them a chance to win a lot of 

games. Barring a serious drop in performance, he's the likeliest 
candidate to start Game 1 of the playoffs in May. 

Jeremy Swayman 

The Bruins need Swayman to be a lot better going forward than he 
showed in Tuesday night's 4-2 loss to the Penguins at home. The B's led 
2-0 but coughed it up in the second period when the Penguins scored 
twice. 

Swayman allowed three goals on 24 shots overall. Danton Heinen's 
second goal of the second period was one that Swayman absolutely 
needed to come up with. 

Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy wasn't afraid to single out the 
goaltending following the defeat. 

“Goaltending picks you up some nights. It can deflate you (in other 
games),” Cassidy said. “I think we saw both in the second period. So it 
gets away from us a little bit. Turnover, we have a D joining and we didn’t 
have possession of the puck. Not a great decision, didn’t defend it very 
well. But you’re not going to play a perfect game. Their guy made more 
stops than our guy did. I think that ends up being, to me, the bigger story 
of the game.” 

Swayman has been mostly good this season, posting a 8-7-2 record with 
a .914 save percentage and a 2.35 GAA. However, as 98.5 The Sports 
Hub's Ty Anderson points out, Swayman has struggled in his eight starts 
versus playoff teams with a 1-6-1 record and a .900 save percentage. 

The Bruins have 38 games left in the regular season, which is more than 
24 of the league's 32 teams. It's a jam-packed schedule that will test 
Boston's depth and stamina at each position, and goaltending might be at 
the top of the list. 

Swayman needs to provide quality outings on a consistent basis so 
Ullmark can remain well-rested for the playoffs. The Bruins need two 
good goalies to survive this brutal stretch of 38 games in 80 days. 

Tuukka Rask 

Hip injuries are really tough for goalies, so you have to commend the 
effort Rask gave in rehabbing for many months and getting to a place 
where he could return to game action. 

If this is it for Rask, it's been a heck of a career. He would finish as the 
Bruins' all-time leader in wins (308) and saves (14,345). He's tied with 
Tim Thomas for the franchise's top save percentage (.921) and his 2.10 
GAA ranks second behind Tiny Thompson.  

Rask won the Vezina Trophy in 2013-14 and finished second in 2019-20. 
Put simply, Rask was one of the best goaltenders of his era, and his 
consistency was quite impressive. 

Of course, the one blemish on his resume is the lack of a Stanley Cup 
title as Boston's starting netminder. He came pretty close a few times, 
including the 2013 Stanley Cup Final against the Chicago Blackhawks 
and the 2019 Stanley Cup Final versus the St. Louis Blues. The 2019 
loss, in particular, really stings because the Blues were an inferior 
opponent and the Rask (and the Bruins as a team) played poorly in 
Game 7 at home. 

That said, his playoff stats are really strong overall. Rask's .925 playoff 
save percentage is the 10th-best all time among goalies with 25 or more 
games played. 

Rask's career numbers are very much worthy of the Hall of Fame, and 
his No. 40 is worthy of retirement to the rafters at TD Garden. 
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Suspension coming? NHL offers Marchand in-person hearing for 
Penguins incident 

 

by Nick Goss 

 

The league's Department of Player Safety announced Wednesday 
morning it has offered the veteran left winger an in-person hearing via 
Zoom for roughing/high-sticking Pittsburgh Penguins goalie Tristan Jarry 
late in the third period of Boston's 4-2 loss Tuesday night at TD Garden. 

Marchand inexplicably lost his cool and hit Jarry up high. He was given a 
match penalty for his actions. 

An in-person hearing means the league could suspend Marchand for 
five-plus games. 

Marchand was suspended three games in November for slew-footing 
Vancouver Canucks defenseman Oliver Ekman-Larsson. Therefore, he's 
considered a "repeat offender" in regards to supplemental discipline. 

It would be pretty surprising, given the recklessness of the play and his 
previous suspension history, if Marchand didn't receive a suspension of 
several games. 

He's the best all-around left winger in the league and shouldn't have any 
of this nonsense in his game. 
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Bruins Winger Brad Marchand Suspended Six Games 

 

Published 7 hours ago on February 9, 2022  

By Jimmy Murphy 

5-6 minutes 2/9/2022 

 

Boston Bruins winger Brad Marchand has been suspended six games for 
roughing and high-sticking Pittsburgh Penguins goalie Tristan Jarry in the 
Bruins’ 4-2 loss to the Penguins Tuesday night. 

The NHL Department of Player Safety offered Brad Marchand an in-
person hearing via Zoom on Wednesday morning after Marchand was 
assessed a two-minute minor for roughing and was given a five-minute 
major and match penalty for an attempt to injure with 25 seconds left in 
the loss to the Penguins. After falling to the ice in a net-front scrum, 
Marchand came up and punched Jarry and then circled back and jabbed 
the Penguins goalie in the face with his stick. 

Here’s the official statement from the NHL Department of Player Safety 
Wednesday evening: 

Boston Bruins forward Brad Marchand has been suspended for six 
games, without pay, for roughing and high-sticking Pittsburgh Penguins 
goaltender Tristan Jarry during NHL Game No. 523 in Boston on 
Tuesday, Feb. 8, the National Hockey League’s Department of Player 
Safety announced today. 

The incidents occurred at 19:35 of the third period. Marchand was 
assessed a minor penalty for roughing as well as a match penalty. 

Marchand is considered a repeat offender under the terms of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement and, based on his average annual 
salary, will forfeit $448,170.72. The money goes to the Players’ 
Emergency Assistance Fund. 

Brad Marchand was not available to the media following the game in 
which he and his teammates blew a 2-0 lead but Boston Bruins head 
coach Bruce Cassidy was not thrilled with Marchand’s antics and lack of 
discipline. 

“I don’t know, that happened quick,” Cassidy said. “Honestly, lack of 
discipline, obviously, on Brad’s part in that situation…I just watched the 
replay at the end, it looks like some words were exchanged. I don’t know 
if there was an incident in the second period that precipitated it. I wasn’t 
in the room, I don’t know. Someone said that. 

Still, gotta have better discipline at the end of the day. Brad’s a leader on 
the team and he needs to control his emotions in that situation.” 

Following practice on Wednesday, Cassidy was asked if he was 
surprised that Brad Marchand was given an in-person hearing and could 
face six or more games for a suspension. 

“I don’t know if surprised is the right word. You never know how they’re 
going to deal with it,” Cassidy told the media. “Obviously I do believe you 
have to protect goaltenders in those situations. We’d want ours 
protected. Didn’t look like there was any sort of injury, hopefully, that’s 
factored in as well.” 

Cassidy still doesn’t know what made Brad Marchand snap and go after 
Jarry, not once, but twice. Either way though, the Bruins head coach told 
it like it is, you don’t go after the goaltender like that. 

“All I saw at the second period was it looked like (Jarry) had a puck on 
his stick, March knocked it off, a little gamesmanship,” Cassidy said. “I 
don’t think that’s any reason to get either party upset, to be honest with 
you. 

At the end of the game, I don’t know if words were exchanged, I wasn’t 
on the ice. But still, you shouldn’t go after a goaltender in that situation 
unless you’re pushed into the crease or he sticks you first, which I did not 
see. It could have happened, but I don’t think it did. Same as (Tuesday) 
night, March just has to have control of his emotions in that situation, live 
to fight another day get ready for the next game and unfortunately, it got 
the best of him.” 

Brad Marchand was already suspended earlier this season when he got 
three games for slew-footing Vancouver Canucks defenseman Oliver 
Ekman-Larsson in the Bruins’ 3-2 win over the Vancouver Canucks on 
November 28. This will be the eighth suspension for Brad Marchand who 
has been suspended for a total of 22 games in his career. 
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Boston Bruins Rask Announces NHL Retirement 

 

Published 11 hours ago on February 9, 2022  

By Joe Haggerty 

3-3 minutes 2/9/2022 

 

After speculation first arose when Tuukka Rask continued to be away 
from the team coming out of the NHL All-Star break, the Boston Bruins 
goaltender formally announced his retirement via the team’s twitter 
account on Wednesday afternoon. 

“I’ve never wanted to play for any other team,” said Rask, in part while 
saying his 35-year-old body didn’t respond to the comeback in the way 
he’d hoped it would. “I’m so proud to have worn the Spoked-B for my 
entire career and wouldn’t have had it any other way.” 
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Rask had returned for four starts after signing a one-year deal with the 
team in January after rehabbing from summer hip surgery, but it was 
clear based on his performance (4.28 goals against average, .844 save 
percentage) that something wasn’t quite right with the veteran 
goaltender. Then Boston Hockey Now confirmed on Tuesday night that 
Rask was indeed leaning toward retirement and the Boston Bruins were 
planning on a Jeremy Swayman/Linus Ullmark tandem moving forward. 

Here’s the entire statement from Rask calling it a career after a 15-year 
run with the Black and Gold that left him as the winningest goaltender 
(304 career wins) in Boston Bruins history and a goal that went to three 
Stanley Cup Finals while in Boston. Rask was on the losing end as the 
No. 1 guy in both 2013 and again in heartbreaking fashion in a 2019 in a 
tough Game 7 loss at home, but he’s widely regarded as the greatest 
goalie in Boston Bruins’ long franchise history. 

More on Rask’s retirement in a bit. 
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Boston Bruins Bergeron Out With Injury 'Involving His Head' 

 

Published 16 hours ago on February 9, 2022 

By Joe Haggerty 

3-4 minutes 2/9/2022 

 

BRIGHTON, Mass – In what could amount to a very damaging loss for 
the Boston Bruins, captain Patrice Bergeron has been ruled out for 
Thursday night’s game against the Carolina Hurricanes with an upper 
body injury after tumbling backwards awkwardly into the boards. 

Boston Bruins head coach Bruce Cassidy assumed it was the 
concussion spotter that pulled him from the game after he went shoulder, 
neck and head-first into the boards following a collision with Sidney 
Crosby and confirmed with the media on Wednesday post-practice that 
the injury is “involving his head.” 

The 36-year-old Bergeron didn’t skate on Wednesday at all, won’t play 
on Thursday and everybody around the Boston Bruins will hope that a 
player with a concussion history makes a quick comeback from the latest 
brush with it. 

“He’s got an upper body. He won’t be available [on Thursday],” said 
Cassidy. “It’s involving his head, so we have to be careful. This is a guy 
that has had head injuries in the past. We want to make sure everything 
checks out. He wants to make sure everything checks out. In the 
immediate term he won’t skate today or play tomorrow, and hopefully 
he’s in good shape for the next few days. But we’re going to take as 
much time as we need to do with this one.” 

With Bergeron out of the lineup and Brad Marchand expected to be 
suspended for something in the neighborhood of five games for his 
incident with Penguins goaltender Tristan Jarry, the Boston Bruins are 
obviously going to be challenged with an undermanned lineup. Players 
like Taylor Hall will take it on themselves to do a little bit extra in a larger 
role while the No. 1 guys are out of the lineup for the time being. 

“Not to give you the cliché that everybody needs to give a little bit more, 
but it’s true in a sense,” said Hall. “When you’re missing your captain and 
a player like [Marchand] it’s not as simple as everybody doing a little bit 
more. We’re going to miss those guys, there’s no doubt. So we all have 
to find a way to be the best version of ourselves and [do that] collectively 
as a team.” 

Here are the top two lines from Wednesday’s practice at Warrior Ice 
Arena with Bergeron and Marchand unavailable for Thursday night: 

Hall-Haula-Pastrnak 

DeBrusk-Coyle-Smith 
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Brad Marchand Gets In-Person Hearing, Facing Lengthy Suspension 

 

Published 18 hours ago on February 9, 2022  

By Jimmy Murphy 

4-5 minutes 2/9/2022 

 

Boston Bruins winger Brad Marchand has been offered an in-person 
hearing via Zoom for ‘Roughing/High-sticking’ Pittsburgh Penguins goalie 
Tristan Jarry Tuesday. Marchand is likely facing a suspension of six 
games or more. 

According to the NHL Department Of Player Safety: 

‘When an infraction might require a suspension of six games or more, the 
offending player is offered the opportunity to an in-person hearing. In this 
case, the Player remains suspended until the hearing takes place. If the 
Player waives his right to an in-person hearing, the hearing will be 
conducted by phone.’ 

Boston’s Brad Marchand has been offered an in-person hearing via 
Zoom for Roughing/High-sticking Pittsburgh’s Tristan Jarry. Date and 
time TBD. 

— NHL Player Safety (@NHLPlayerSafety) February 9, 2022 

With 25 seconds left in the Bruins’ 4-2 loss to the Penguins Tuesday, 
Brad Marchand was assessed a two-minute minor for roughing and was 
given a five-minute major and match penalty for an attempt to injure. 
After falling to the ice in a net-front scrum, Marchand came up and 
punched Jarry and then circled back and jabbed the Penguins goalie in  

Brad Marchand was not available to the media following the game in 
which he and his teammates blew a 2-0 lead but Boston Bruins head 
coach Bruce Cassidy was not thrilled with Marchand’s antics and lack of 
discipline. 

“I don’t know, that happened quick,” Cassidy said. “Honestly, lack of 
discipline, obviously, on Brad’s part in that situation…I just watched the 
replay at the end, it looks like some words were exchanged. I don’t know 
if there was an incident in the second period that precipitated it. I wasn’t 
in the room, I don’t know. Someone said that. 

Still, gotta have better discipline at the end of the day. Brad’s a leader on 
the team and he needs to control his emotions in that situation.” 

Brad Marchand was already suspended earlier this season when he got 
three games for slew-footing Vancouver Canucks defenseman Oliver 
Ekman-Larsson in the Bruins’ 3-2 win over the Vancouver Canucks on 
November 28. This will be the eighth suspension for Brad Marchand who 
has been suspended a total of 22 games in his career. 
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Krejci Not Ruling Out Return To Boston Bruins This Season 

 

Published 19 hours ago on February 9, 2022  

By Joe Haggerty 

3-4 minutes 2/9/2022 

 

The Boston Bruins have been searching for a No. 2 center replacement 
for David Krejci all season while he’s been lighting it up in the Czech 
Republic playing for his HC Olomouc Team this season. Erik Haula has 
done a solid job this month centering Taylor Hall and David Pastrnak, but 
that hasn’t stopped the rumors from swirling that somebody like Claude 
Giroux or JT Miller could be the target ahead of the NHL trade deadline. 

Interestingly enough, Krejci himself hasn’t ruled out potentially coming 
back to the NHL and the Boston Bruins this season once his Czech 
League seasons runs its course in March. The 35-year-old Krejci has 17 
goals and 36 points in 42 games for Olomouc this season while still 
showing all of the creative playmaking abilities he also featured in 
Boston. 

“Obviously if I had one year left on my deal, I would be in NHL now,” 
Krejci told The Associated Press this week while taking part in the 
Olympics in Beijing for Team Czech Republic. “It just kind of happened to 
work out that way. Things happen for a reason, I believe, so I’m here 
now. I’ll try to take the most out of this opportunity and what comes after 
this, we’ll see. 

“I’m here now. I’m going to focus on this tournament. I don’t know myself 
yet what’s going to happen, so I’m just going to play it out.” 

The Czech Republic regular season ends March 9, and Krejci’s HC 
Olomouc is tracking for a playoff series to get into the postseason. If 
Krejci’s Czech adventure is done before the March 21 deadline for 
players to be eligible for the NHL playoffs, Krejci could potentially sign 
with the Boston Bruins and be available for the postseason. 

There’s no doubt that “Big Game Krejci” would add much to Boston’s 
playoff chances given his proven ability to dominate in big games, and 
how dangerous a Hall/Pastrnak combo could be with No. 46 playing in 
the middle. 

The rub is that Krejci would have to pass through waivers to get to the 
Boston Bruins in the first place after playing in Europe this season, and 
there is little chance other Eastern Conference rivals are going to allow 
the playmaking center to just pass through waivers. The Bruins could 
theoretically engineer some kind of deal to have a team like the Arizona 
Coyotes make the waivers claim and then send him to Boston for draft 
considerations. 

All of this is unlikely to happen with Krejci, of course, but at least we’re 
saying there’s a chance Dumb and Dumber-style. 
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Bruins Marchand In Hot Water Again. Bergeron May Be Concussed. 

 

Published 22 hours ago on February 9, 2022  

By Jimmy Murphy 

4-5 minutes 2/9/2022 

 

The Boston Bruins may have lost a lot more than a game Tuesday in a 4-
2 loss to the Pittsburgh Penguins. 

Bruins captain Patrice Bergeron could have a concussion and winger 
Brad Marchand is likely going to be suspended for a match penalty he 
received for attempting to injure Penguins goalie Tristan Jarry. 

After taking an early 2-0 lead in the first period, things went downhill fast 
for the Boston Bruins. Just as the second period was about to begin, a 
report – that was immediately confirmed by Boston Hockey Now – broke 
that veteran goalie Tuukka Rask was about to end his comeback bid and 
announce his retirement. Then within a span of 8:35 in the middle frame, 
the Boston Bruins saw their lead evaporate and the Penguins head to the 
second intermission with a 3-2 lead they wouldn’t relinquish. 

The snowballing didn’t end there though as midway through the third 
period, Penguins captain Sidney Crosby accidentally collided with 
Bergeron, who fell backward and hit his head against the boards. 
Bergeron remained on the ice until the next whistle and was helped off 
the ice. He did not return. 

“I don’t know if the concussion [spotter] took him out the way he went into 
the boards. I wouldn’t be surprised,” Boston Bruins head coach Bruce 
Cassidy said following the game. “When you’re down like that, that’s 
typically what happens. I didn’t speak to him, and he didn’t come back to 
the bench. I went into the training room and he wasn’t there. That’s about 
all I’ve got for right now. Hopefully, he is OK.” 

The dark cloud that suddenly hung over the Bruins grew thicker after they 
lost their captain though. Marchand, who has done a great job of ridding 
his game of the silliness and crossing the line, seemingly lost his mind 
with Penguins goalie Tristan Jarry. At the end of the second period, 
Marchand stole a puck from Jarry just as he was about to flip it to a fan. 
Then at the end of the game, Marchand basically snapped on the 
Penguins goalie, cross-checking him and then circling back and jabbing 
Jarry in the face. 

Marchand received a two-minute minor for roughing and was given a 
five-minute major and match penalty for an attempt to injure. He will likely 
have a hearing with the Department Of Player Safety Wednesday and a 
suspension is likely coming. 

“I don’t know, that happened quick,” Cassidy said. “Honestly, lack of 
discipline, obviously, on Brad’s part in that situation…I just watched the 
replay at the end, it looks like some words were exchanged. I don’t know 
if there was an incident in the second period that precipitated it. I wasn’t 
in the room, I don’t know. Someone said that. 

Still, gotta have better discipline at the end of the day. Brad’s a leader on 
the team and he needs to control his emotions in that situation.” 

Thanks to Marchand’s lack of discipline and just pure bad luck on the 
Bergeron injury, the Boston Bruins could head into their game with the 
Carolina Hurricanes – who have owned them this season – without 
arguably their two best players. 
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Shinzawa: Brad Marchand torpedoes the Bruins at a horrible time with 
his latest lapse in common sense 

 

Fluto Shinzawa 

6-7 minutes 2/10/2022 

 

You could argue that Brad Marchand’s punch and stick swipe of Tristan 
Jarry on Tuesday had little chance of causing harm. Jarry was fully 
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geared up with his mask covering his face. Goalies face far more 
dangerous situations between whistles. 

You cannot argue, however, that Marchand’s actions were appropriate. 
The game was over. Pittsburgh had a 4-2 lead with 24.1 seconds 
remaining in regulation. Marchand’s only acceptable maneuver would 
have been to take the loss — and any associated chirping — and call it a 
night. 

Instead, Marchand chose to act with complete vacancy of common 
sense.  

Brad Marchand was given a match penalty after lashing out at Penguins 
netminder Tristan Jarry in the Bruins' 4-2 loss to Pittsburgh. 

“You shouldn’t go after the goaltender in that situation,” coach Bruce 
Cassidy said Wednesday. “Unless you’re pushed into the crease. Or he 
sticks you first. Which I did not see. It could have happened, but I don’t 
think it did. 

“Marsh just has to have control of his emotions in that situation. Live to 
fight another day and get ready for the next game. Unfortunately, it got 
the best of him.” 

Perhaps had Marchand been anybody else, the NHL would have been 
tagged him with an after-the-fact fine to accompany the seven minutes of 
penalties (five for attempt to injure, two for roughing) he accumulated at 
the time with his mischief.  

But this is Marchand. His streak of good behavior ended with a three-
game suspension in November for slew-footing Oliver Ekman-Larsson. 
He was brassy enough to torch the NHL, in public comments and via his 
Twitter account, for not releasing players for Olympic duty. The league 
will have no issues going after Marchand’s livelihood. 

So by exploding at the wrong time, Marchand put himself into the 
league’s sights for a stiff version of supplemental discipline. He is eligible 
to be suspended for more than five games, based on Wednesday 
evening’s in-person hearing via Zoom — an oxymoron if there ever was 
one — he was entitled to accept.  

“We’ll let the league address it first,” Cassidy said. “Then I’ll sit down with 
Brad. We’ve had a few shares of our sitdowns over the years. I think 
Brad’s been doing a pretty good job, for the most part, with controlling 
those emotions.” 

How many games will Marchand receive? There’s no telling with a 
Department of Player Safety that has the market cornered on 
arbitrariness. Marchand could have avoided all that by turning the other 
cheek. 

Instead, Marchand dunked himself into a cauldron that was already at full 
boil. The Bruins believe Tuukka Rask’s comeback is over. Patrice 
Bergeron will not play against Carolina on Thursday after slamming his 
head into the TD Garden boards. The captain’s status beyond that is 
unknown. 

“It’s involving his head, so we have to be careful,” Cassidy said. “This is a 
guy that’s had a head injury in the past. We want to make sure 
everything checks out. He wants to make sure everything checks out. In 
the immediate term here, he didn’t skate today. He won’t play tomorrow. 
Hopefully he’s in good shape in the next few days. But we’re obviously 
going to take as much time as we need with this one.” 

All of a sudden, the Bruins are without their three 2011 ring-winners. 
Things have gone sideways at a bad time. 

The Metropolitan-leading Hurricanes are on deck. Then the Bruins play 
10 of their next 11 games on the road. Their only home game in that 
stretch is against Colorado. 

So it’s one thing for Marchand’s reputation to take another ding. That 
affects him. It is quite another to make himself eligible for suspension 
when the roster was already compromised. That affects the team. 

To wit, Marchand did not even skate as a forward in Wednesday’s 
practice. The No. 1 left wing practiced on defense in place of Brandon 
Carlo, who was given a rest day.  

Taylor Hall, Erik Haula and David Pastrnak, formerly the No. 2 line, 
assumed top-trio status. Jake DeBrusk, Charlie Coyle and Craig Smith, 
who have previously played as the third line at times, were in the No. 2 
position. Trent Frederic, out since Jan. 10, centered the No. 3 line 
between Nick Foligno and Oskar Steen. 

The No. 1 power-play unit was equally compromised without Bergeron 
and Marchand. Coyle assumed Bergeron’s position in the bumper. 
DeBrusk replaced Marchand on the right-side half-boards. 

“Replacing your captain and then a player like Marshy is not just as 
simple as everyone doing a bit more,” Hall said. “We’re going to miss 
those guys. There’s no doubt. We have to find a way to all be the best 
version of ourselves and play collectively as a team. Not to say we’re 
going to have to play perfect hockey or anything like that, but we’re going 
to have to be dialed in. Especially with the team we’re playing tomorrow.” 

It will be impossible for the Bruins to replace Bergeron and Marchand. 
Perhaps their best chance of success will be for Linus Ullmark, 
scheduled to start against Carolina, to resume the performance he was 
submitting prior to the All-Star break. 

This is Ullmark’s opportunity to grab the No. 1 job. Rask is out of the 
picture. Jeremy Swayman is coming off a rough start. 

“For us, it’s back to where we were at the start of the year,” Cassidy said. 
“It’s Ullmark and it’s Swayman, and we need them to play well to give us 
the best chance to win. That’s where we’re at right now.” 
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Wild's Foligno faces hearing after kneeing Jets' Lowry 

 

Sarah McLellan 

14-18 minutes 2/9/2022 

 

WINNIPEG — One game after returning from injury, the Wild's Marcus 
Foligno could be sidelined for a different reason. 

Foligno will have a hearing after kneeing the Jets' Adam Lowry during a 
2-0 loss for the Wild on Tuesday at Canada Life Centre. 

The NHL Department of Safety announced Wednesday a date and time 
for the hearing are to be determined. 

The incident happened at 11 minutes, 6 seconds of the third period 
during a fight between Foligno and Lowry, who was lying down on the ice 
with Foligno hunched over him as the officials tried to separate the two. 

Aside from receiving a five-minute fighting major, Foligno was also 
penalized two minutes for unsportsmanlike conduct. 

"I saw them complaining about maybe I got my leg in there or something, 
but that was just me kind of ticked off and to try and get at him; there's no 
intent to not throw with your fist or use another body part in there," 
Foligno said after the game, his first since sitting out two because of a hip 
injury. "I'm sure they'll be things said and complaints but for me, it was 
just heat of the battle and just a little ticked off. 

"You should resist once the linesmen get in there just for the respect 
factor, but it is what it is. You've been in enough fights. I've held off. I've 
had it done to me. It just is what it is." 
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If suspended, it'll be the first time in Foligno's 11-season NHL career. 

The Wild's next game is Saturday vs. Carolina at Xcel Energy Center, 
and the team has a rematch with the Jets next Wednesday back in 
Winnipeg. 

"That's something I don't really care for," Lowry said of getting kneed. 
"But it's the heat of the moment sometimes. Your emotions get the best 
of you. I'll just leave it at that. He's a pretty honest player. I think he'd 
probably like to take that back if you could, but things happen." 

Lowry's father and Winnipeg interim coach Dave Lowry also described 
the situation as "heat of the moment" and said Foligno might have 
tripped. 

"It's probably something that if you talk to him after, it's probably 
something that he wished didn't happen," Dave Lowry said. 

This was the second fight of the game between Foligno and Lowry. 

In the first period, the two tussled after Foligno was checked by the Jets' 
Brenden Dillon, who fought Foligno's linemate Jordan Greenway for two 
simultaneous scuffles. 

Dillon was not penalized for the hit on Foligno, and Wild coach Dean 
Evason said he didn't receive clarity on why not. 

"We lost our composure but rightfully so," Evason said. "If you watch the 
hit, [Foligno] releases the puck, he takes three strides and then gets 
blindsided. If you're a hockey player, you're not expecting to get 
hammered from the backside like that. That's the hit that we don't want in 
the game: blind, has no idea it's coming, extremely late. That's not a 
hockey hit." 

At 6-3 and 226 pounds, Foligno is one of the Wild's most physical 
forwards but also a key producer. 

He ranks third in goals with a career-high 17, and his 27 points through 
40 games are also a new personal best for the 30-year-old winger. 

"If Marcus Foligno isn't as big and strong as he is, that player's probably 
hurt really bad," Evason said. "We didn't like it all obviously. We lost our 
composure a little bit — a little bit — but we caught it. But Moose was 
rightfully so frustrated, and obviously that's why that second altercation 
probably happened at the end." 
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Will Wild winger Marcus Foligno be suspended for kneeing Jets player? 

 

Dane Mizutani 

3-3 minutes 2/9/2022 

 

Wild winger Marcus Foligno is not a dirty player. There’s evidence to 
support that over the course of his 11 seasons in the NHL. 

Though he long has been the guy called upon to stand up for his 
teammates, most of the time using his fists to do the talking, Foligno has 
never been suspended in his 644 games in the NHL. 

That could change in the coming days. 

The NHL Department of Player Safety announced on Wednesday that 
Foligno will have a hearing after kneeing Jets winger Adam Lowry on 
Tuesday night at Canada Life Centre in Winnipeg. The date and time of 
the hearing have yet to be determined. 

The incident in question occurred in the final 20 minutes of an intense 
game between the Wild and Jets, which Winnipeg won 2-0. With tensions 
building throughout the rivalry matchup, Foligno and Lowry dropped the 
gloves following a scrum near the Wild bench. 

That’s when things got ugly. As the fight spilled onto the ice surface, 
Foligno appeared to knee Lowry in the head while officials attempted to 
separate both players. He was assessed a five-minute major penalty for 
fighting and an additional two-minute minor for unsportsmanlike conduct. 

Asked postgame about the scuffle, Foligno admitted that he “crossed 
wires” toward the end of the altercation. 

“Just trying to stick up for my teammates,” he said. “That’s it. Just getting 
ticked off with some things that those guys do from time to time. Just 
heat of the battle.” 

That said, Foligno made it clear that he did not intentionally try to knee 
Lowry at any point. 

“I saw them complaining about maybe I got my leg in there or 
something,” he said. “That was me just kind of ticked off and trying to get 
at him. There was no intent to not throw with (my) fist or use another 
body part.” 

Now the only thing Foligno can hope is that the NHL Department of 
Player Safety believes him. His track record as a clean player could work 
in his favor. 

If it does not, Foligno would miss the Wild’s next game, against the 
Carolina Hurricanes on Saturday night at Xcel Energy Center, with the 
potential of him missing more games after that. 

The next game between the Wild and the Jets is coming up next 
Wednesday in Winnipeg. It’s a good bet there could be some spillover in 
that game. 

“This was a rival game,” Foligno said. “Not big fans of these guy. It’s 
been like that since Day 1. It is what it is.” 
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As men’s hockey begins at Winter Olympics, Florida Panthers will watch 
from afar 

 

Jordan McPherson 

 

Aleksander Barkov was hoping for a second chance. 

In 2014, he was part of the Finland men’s ice hockey team that won the 
bronze medal at the Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia. He was 18 years 
old at the time and only saw action in one of Finland’s six games. 

“Those are the tournaments you want to be a part of,” Barkov said. “I got 
lucky to be a part of it in Sochi, to play, enjoy the atmosphere and play on 
such a great team. Team Finland is always a great team, and they 
always go to tournaments to try and win the gold medal. That’s what 
they’re gonna do this year, too. And they’re gonna do the same thing.” 

Barkov, now 26 and one of the NHL’s top players as the top-line center 
for the Florida Panthers, was poised to be a key contributor for Finland at 
the 2022 Winter Olympics in Beijing. Several of his Panthers teammates 
— defenseman Aaron Ekblad and forward Jonathan Huberdeau 
representing Canada, goaltender Sergei Bobrovsky with the Russian 
Olympic Committee and forward Patric Hornqvist playing for Sweden — 
were projected to be part of the Olympics, too. 
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And then, they weren’t. 

The NHL decided on Dec. 22 that its players would not participate in the 
2022 Winter Olympics, reversing course from the league’s original plan. 

COVID-19 was the primary cause for the change of heart. 

A surge in positive cases throughout the league upended the NHL’s 
schedule in mid-December, with nine teams (the Panthers among them) 
being temporarily shut down and 100 games originally scheduled to be 
played between Dec. 13 and Jan. 29 being postponed. The NHL is now 
using the three-week Olympic break it baked into its schedule to make up 
the majority of those postponed games. 

There was also concern about the extended quarantine that would take 
place should an athlete test positive while in China. The International 
Olympic Committee at the time said any athlete who tests positive for 
COVID-19 in China will need to produce two negative results 24 hours 
apart or else they could be subjected to a quarantine period in China 
lasting anywhere from three to five weeks. 

Now, the wait for NHL players to compete at the Olympics lasts another 
four years, although there is an understanding about why the decision 
was made. 

“It wasn’t great to hear about that,” Barkov said, “but I think it might be 
the smart decision to keep the players here, keep them safe and play 
through this regular season as safe as possible.” 

Added Huberdeau, who would have been competing in his first Olympic 
Games: “Hockey-wise, obviously, it sucks. I would’ve loved, if I made the 
team, to be in there and represent the country. It’s quite an honor and it 
would’ve been fun, obviously. You don’t know if you’re going to get the 
chance to do it again. Obviously, I think there was more to it than hockey 
and that’s why we’re not going.” 

So instead, the Panthers’ contingent of players who likely would have 
gone to Beijing will support their home countries from afar. 

Men’s hockey action began Wednesday with the Russian Olympic 
Committee beating Switzerland 1-0 and Denmark beating the Czech 
Republic 2-1 to begin the first of three sets of pool play. 

The other eight teams — Sweden, Latvia, Finland and Solvakia in Group 
C; the United States, China, Canada and Germany in Group A — start 
their three-game pool play on Thursday. Pool play runs through Sunday, 
with the top team from each pool and the top overall second-place team 
receiving a bye to the quarterfinals of the single-elimination playoff 
bracket. The bronze medal game is Feb. 19, and the gold medal game is 
Feb. 20. 

“I’m gonna be watching,” Huberdeau said. “It’s a cool experience for 
these guys who probably never would have had a chance to play for 
Canada and now they do. I’m sure they’re going to represent our country 
the right way.” 

Miami Herald sportswriter David Wilson contributed to this report. 
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Florida Panthers Prospects: Spencer Knight stays hot in Charlotte 

 

By Colby Guy  

 

While much of the Florida Panthers roster is enjoying a weeklong break 
before returning to practice on Friday, Spencer Knight is getting some 
AHL games in after getting sent down to the Charlotte Checkers. 

He was given the starting nod on Friday night — and he did not 
disappoint. 

Stopping 24 of 26 shots, he backstopped the Checkers to a 5-2 win over 
the Rochester Americans. 

That game was highlighted by three goals from team captain Zac Dalpe 
— the third hat trick in 10 games for the Checkers.  

Dalpe, while not a Florida ‘prospect’ but a potential recall in the future, is 
the fourth Charlotte player with a hat trick this season which sets a 
franchise record. 

Florida Hockey Now is NOT taking an All-Star Break.  

As for Knight, he is 2-1-0 record with a .917/2.67 in three games with 
Charlotte. 

That includes his first start in Charlotte, where he allowed five goals on 
32 shots (.844) in a 5-1 loss to a Bridgeport Islanders on Dec. 18. 

In his two most recent AHL starts, including an outing where he stopped 
37 of 38 shots in a 6-1 win over Syracuse on Jan. 28, Knight has a 2-0-0 
record with a .953/1.50. 

Knight was on a groove in the Panthers’ final stretch before the holiday 
break, going 2-1-0 with a .931/1.98 in three starts since Jan. 19. 

If the objective of sending him to Charlotte was to keep his hot streak 
going when the team returns on Feb. 16, it has been working. 

Of course, the Panthers may not be bringing Knight back when the team 
returns from the break due to roster concerns. 

Sourdif heats up Edmonton 

Ever since Justin Sourdif was traded from the WHL’s Vancouver Giants 
to the Edmonton Oil Kings, he has been humming along quite nicely. 

The 2020 third-round pick of the Panthers, Sourdif has seven points (two 
goals, five assists) in eight games in Edmonton— upping his season total 
to 39 points in 31 games. 

That includes six points in his last five contests dating between Jan. 29 
and Feb. 5. 

Edmonton currently sits as the top team in the WHL’s Eastern 
Conference with a 32-11-2 record. 

However, the Winnipeg ICE sit six points behind the Oil Kings with eight 
games in hand. 

Florida Panthers Prospect News 

Aleksi Heponiemi was injured in Charlotte’s win over Rochester on Friday 
and missed Saturday’s 3-1 loss to the Syracuse Crunch. 

Grigori Denisenko has not returned from his undisclosed injury since he 
scored the overtime winner in a 2-1 win over the Hartford Wolfpack on 
Jan. 12. He has missed the Checkers’ last 11 games. 

Max Gildon, John Ludvig and Chris Gibson remain injured. Ludvig has 
yet to play a game this season after suffering an injury during the rookie 
showcase in Wesley Chapel. 

  Games Played Goals Assists Points 

D Cole Krygier 

(NCAA, Michigan State University) 2 0 0
 0 

C Logan Hutsko 

(AHL, Charlotte Checkers) 3 1 2 3 

D Matt Kiersted 

(AHL, Charlotte Checkers) 3 0 0 0 
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D Chase Priskie 

(NHL, Taxi Squad) 0 0 0 0 

C Justin Sourdif 

(WHL, Edmonton Oil Kings) 4 2 1 3 

D Mike Benning 

(NCAA, University of Denver) 2 0 1 1 

C Aleksi Saarela 

(NL, SCL Tigers) 0 0 0 0 

C Mackie Samoskevich 

(NCAA, University of Michigan) 1 0 1 1 

D Carter Berger 

(NCAA, University of Connecticut) 2 0 1
 1 

D Tyler Inamoto 

(NCAA, University of Wisconsin) 2 0 0 0 

C Owen Lindmark 

(NCAA University of Wisconsin) 0 0 0 0 

D Braden Hache 

(OHL, Kingston Frontenacs) 3 1 0 1 

D Kasper Puutio 

(Liiga, KalPa) 3 0 0 0 

D Santtu Kinnunen 

(Liiga, Tappara) 3 0 1 1 

C Aleksi Heponiemi 

(AHL, Charlotte Checkers) 2 0 1 1 

LW Grigori Denisenko 

(AHL, Charlotte Checkers) 0 0 0 0 

D Max Gildon 

(AHL Charlotte Checkers) 0 0 0 0 

RW Serron Noel 

(AHL Charlotte Checkers) 3 0 1 1 

RW Cole Schwindt 

(AHL, Charlotte Checkers) 3 0 1 1 

C Henry Bowlby 

(AHL, Charlotte Checkers) 3 0 1 1 

C Ty Smilanic 

(NCAA, Quinipiac) 2 0 0 0 

D Evan Nause 

(QMJHL, Quebec Remparts) 2 0 1 1 

D John Ludvig 

(AHL, Charlotte Checkers) 0 0 0 0 

LW Jakub Kos 

(Liiga, Ilves) 3 0 0 0 

C Elliot Ekmark 

(SHL, Linkoping HC) 2 0 0 0 
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The Athletic / Creator of ‘The Michigan’ goal opens up about Trevor 
Zegras and seeing his move evolve 

 

By Ian Mendes and Julian McKenzie Feb 8, 2022  

  

The 2021-22 NHL season has been a coming-out party for Anaheim 
Ducks star Trevor Zegras. 

And the talented forward has catapulted into fame and stardom, thanks 
largely to his mastering of a play that has been nicknamed ‘The 
Michigan’ in hockey lore. 

Zegras’ ability to scoop up the puck in this fashion has been on display 
several times this season. 

He flipped the puck over the net to teammate Sonny Milano for a 
mesmerizing goal in Buffalo in December. 

In late January, Zegras pulled off the ‘The Michigan’ for a goal at full 
speed against the Montreal Canadiens. 

At the All-Star Game this past weekend in Vegas, Zegras even showed 
off his confidence to try a variation of this move by trying it blindfolded — 
while dodging inflatable balls. 

While Zegras is being celebrated for his skill and creativity, that is 
certainly not the case for the player who brought this move to 
prominence more than 25 years ago. 

The University of Michigan’s Mike Legg scored the first known goal of 
this nature in an NCAA regional game against Minnesota in 1996. But 
instead of being showered with praise, Legg found himself the target of 
abuse for having the courage to try the move in a game situation. 

Not only did Legg receive criticism for his attempt, history has largely 
forgotten his name — since the move has been named after his alma 
mater rather than him. 

After Zegras’ splashy appearance in the skills competition at All-Star 
weekend, Legg joined The Athletic Hockey Show podcast to discuss his 
own goal and how opinions toward him have shifted over the years. 

The questions and responses in this Q&A have been edited for clarity 
and length. 

Why isn’t this style of goal named after you specifically? Do you feel like 
you’re being sold short when people call this ‘The Michigan’ or ‘The 
Lacrosse Style’ goal? 

You know what? Today, I’m kind of feeling that because more and more 
people are telling me that. It’s ‘The Michigan’ and that’s just fine, but then 
my close circle of friends are going, “Oh wait a minute. They call it ‘The 
Forsberg,’ so yours should be called ‘The Legg.'” And you know what? 
Maybe. But it’s like giving yourself a nickname. And you can’t really do 
that. 

So what do you think about some of these different nicknames that are 
out there? At one point, we’re calling it ‘The Zegras’ or ‘The Svechnikov.’ 
And with the play where Zegras flipped it over the net, they were calling 
that ‘The Dish-igan.’ 

It’s kind of neat how this is all coming back around and I’m involved with 
it. It’s lots of fun for me and I love seeing the new stuff. And I loved the 
stuff going on in the All-Star Game with what Zegras did. That was 
fantastic and it was great to see. It just evolves and evolves. 

You like what Zegras did at the All-Star Game, but you never tried this 
move blindfolded did you? 
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Blindfolded? No. But I’ve been asked already, ‘Can you do that?’ I don’t 
know. Maybe I could do it. Let’s get after it. 

When you actually did that move in college, how did you have the 
courage to do that? And where did you get that idea? 

There was a guy in London, Ont., named Billy Armstrong. And all of us 
kids growing up knew his name and we were at like a minor pro skate 
one day. And I just kept an eye on him during the warmup before we 
started the scrimmage and he was just down at the other end picking up 
pucks like that. Now, I didn’t have the courage to go and talk to him to 
see how he did it. So in my mind I just started thinking, “OK, how did he 
do that?” So it was just one of those things that I would practice, practice 
and practice. And I was at Michigan and Red Berenson, my coach, is 
sitting over there and there was three or four of us on the ice with the 
goalie. And we were practicing going behind the net, so I would spin 
around and throw it. 

He came by and said, “Is that legal?” 

And I said, “Yeah.” 

And he didn’t even smile and he said, “Why don’t you do that in a game?” 

Now we’re coming into the playoffs and I’m thinking, “Not for the playoffs. 
Get this out of your head.” But I reme00mber sitting on the bench and 
knowing we needed something, a big hit or a big play. Something to just 
change the game and then it just kind of presented itself. We tied it up 2-
2 and we ended up winning that game and the national championship. 
So that’s how it kind of came about. 

Did you ever try that move again in your pro career? 

Yeah. I had a couple little ones. I did it in Finland in the Elite League over 
there. It was on the power play and I was playing with another import 
from Russia. And he was like, “Do the move.” 

And so I skated across the goal line with the puck and sort of threw it in 
and he was like, “I told you. That’s your goal!” 

And then I tried it in roller hockey and it didn’t go in. And it was mayhem 
after that. The two coaches in roller hockey were, my coach was Alan 
May, and the other coach was (Marty) McSorley. So two tough 
contenders. And I guess I had a bounty on my head if I tried that. So I 
came around and put in in the goalie’s chest. And the first guy breaks his 
stick on me and it was just mayhem. 

So was that really a talking point before games with you? Did opponents 
actually threaten you at centre ice in the pre-game skate if you tried to 
pull that move against them? 

Absolutely. It could just be lining for the starting face-off and I look over 
and they’ve got a six-foot-six, 240-pound guy. He’s looking at me and 
giving a tap saying, “If you try that, I’m going to be on you all night. I will 
pick you up and throw you into the tenth row.” So it was always there. 
You’d get threatened all the time. “You do that, I’m going to break your 
arms.” 

That just blows my mind. You’re pulling off one of the coolest plays ever 
and they’re thinking, “Oh if you do that again and make us look stupid, 
we’re going to slash you in the ankles.” 

It’s crazy, eh? But I think that is the change in what is going on in the 
talent and the kids trying it. Nobody is threatening their life now. 

Why do you think it took so long for us to go from where that was seen as 
a bad thing in hockey to now, where we’re seeing players at the NHL 
level try and do it? 

That’s a very interesting question for sure. I think there has been a bit of 
a changing in the coaching style and their thought process. I think some 
older coaches would say, “There’s not a chance a kid is doing that in a 
game.” But now it’s evolved for a lot of coaches to say, “If it’s there and 
you can do it, show me you can do it.” 

So that has something to do with your teeth no longer getting put into the 
back of your head. And I think the changing of players, too. As you’re 
growing up and have social media, you can see these guys all have 
YouTube channels and stuff. So kids who are five or six years old can 
start practicing it. I don’t think I started until I was like 16 or so with that 
actual move. So these kids have like a 15-year jump on me. 

You saw Trevor Zegras pull off the move where he scooped up the puck 
and flipped it over the net to his teammate Sonny Milano for a goal. Is 
that something you experimented with? 

Yeah, I mean we would throw it around and maybe try to flip it up over 
when the goalie is looking over his shoulder. Just try and get it so it hits 
him on the back and trickles under the cross bar and it’s already in the 
net. But for them to actually have those set plays is pretty cool. Their 
defensive zone coverage had everybody right in front of the net and there 
was no threat until that happened. So they’re thinking, “What do we do to 
guard against this now?” 

Do you sometimes wish you scored your goal now in this era of social 
media? How do you think things would have changed for you? 

When that happened, it was just grainy video. My kids get a kick out of 
that. They’ll say, ‘Was that really you? We can hardly see you.’ 

So it would be interesting to see if it was a different time. When we were 
in the Frozen Four, we came back and were catching an elevator back to 
our rooms. And there’s the pizza guy delivering some pizza. He looks 
over at your markers and says, “Oh, you guys are Michigan. Is one of 
you the guys that did the thing with the puck and put it in?” 

I was like, “What?” That was like a week and a half later and some pizza 
guy two states over knows about it. And I was mind-blown by this. So it 
would be interesting to see what would have happened if social media 
was pushed back in time. 

The NCAA rules have relaxed now and allow student-athletes to have 
some ability to market themselves and capitalize on some of their fame. 
What would you do to try and cash in on the moment if you were a 
student-athlete right now? 

I think they’re a little bit relaxed on those things and you can kind of 
capitalize on your own. The first thing would be a bobblehead for sure. 
But I haven’t really thought about that one too much. 

Do you have your original stick from your goal? Where is that now? 

It’s in the Hockey Hall of Fame, I think. 

Wait. What do you mean you think it’s in the Hall of Fame? 

I guess it goes in waves and they have like a revolving type thing. So 
they’ll bring it out for a year and then put away for six months just to 
change things up. That’s the way I understand it. I don’t have my twig, 
but it’s supposed to be there. 

So, what’s life like for Mike Legg in 2022? 

Well, lots of hockey. I’m coaching my boy’s U-11 team, as well as a U-18 
AAA team and I’m an assistant coach with a Junior B team here in town. 
Our daughter is 12 years old and playing top-level soccer. Our other 
daughter is into volleyball and tennis, so everybody is super active. I’m a 
Burnaby firefighter and very proud of that. And that schedule gives me a 
little flexibility to meet all these requirements. But it’s fun and busy. I love 
seeing the advancement of kids. And I’m keeping busy — real busy. 
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Sportsnet.ca / New coach Martin St. Louis commands instant respect 
from Canadiens 

 

Eric Engels 

 

MONTREAL -- Me: Martin St. Louis is your new head coach. 

Montreal Canadiens player: Hard not to listen to a Hall of Famer. 

Think about that for a second. It says a lot about why Dominique 
Ducharme was dismissed 15 days shy of his one-year anniversary as 
coach, and just as much about why St. Louis is taking over. 
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St. Louis may not have Ducharme’s coaching pedigree, but he 
commands instant respect. This is a person who has earned it, taking the 
hardest route imaginable to superstardom -- signed out the NCAA when 
most players got drafted out of major junior and plugged into an NHL 
made for giants and not pint-sized players like himself. He was quickly 
rejected by the first team to take a chance on him, and few believed he’d 
ever make it work with someone else let alone evolve into such a prolific 
player. 

St. Louis proved some right and countless others wrong, retiring in 2015 
as an Olympic gold medalist, and a Stanley Cup and Hart Trophy winner 
who recorded 391 goals and 1,033 points in 1,134 games. He played his 
first 69 with the unimpressed Calgary Flames and then moved on to 
become one of the greatest players to ever dress for the Tampa Bay 
Lightning. He finished his career with the New York Rangers, losing in 
the Eastern Conference Final against the Lightning and scoring the last 
of his 90 points in 107 career playoff games. He retired as one of the 
most beloved and respected players of a generation. 

Hard not to listen to. 

Remaining Time -3:31 

What are reasonable expectations for St. Louis as Canadiens' new head 
coach? 

Of course, St. Louis wouldn’t be preparing for his first press conference 
as coach of the Canadiens if his former Vermont Catamounts teammate 
still commanded the type of attention necessary. 

Ducharme did at the start, after moving from the post he had been 
occupying as assistant coach of the Canadiens since April of 2018 to the 
post he took over on Feb. 24, 2021. But his message fell on deaf ears 
over the final weeks of his brief tenure, which ends with a regular season 
record of 23-46-14 in just 83 games. 

A 7-1 loss to the New Jersey Devils on Tuesday put Ducharme under the 
axe. What happened over the couple of weeks prior led him to the 
guillotine. He accepted feedback from players who came to him 
requesting he make adjustments to the forecheck and a defensive-zone 
system that consistently failed and generated just eight wins through the 
first half of the season, but he defiantly stuck to his guns. 

After an 8-2 loss to the Minnesota Wild on Jan. 24, the Canadiens came 
back to the Bell Centre and lost 5-4 to the Anaheim Ducks and torpedoed 
into the All-Star break on the heels of a 7-2 loss to the Edmonton Oilers 
and a 6-3 loss to the Columbus Blue Jackets. 

If Canadiens executive vice president of hockey operations Jeff Gorton 
still had intentions of staying true to his word of retaining Ducharme’s 
services through the end of the season, he quickly learned he couldn’t 
after the Canadiens lost in such embarrassing fashion to a Devils team 
that had dropped its last seven games and was playing on the second 
night of a back-to-back while the Canadiens were coming off a week’s 
rest. 

GM Kent Hughes sat and watched alongside Gorton, and then both of 
them watched Canadiens forward Josh Anderson express his 
embarrassment and describe an atmosphere no player wants to be in. 

“We’ve got a lot of hockey games together and it is not fun losing right 
now,” said Anderson during his post-game availability Tuesday. “It’s not 
fun coming to the rink.” 

Gorton has only been around the Canadiens since late November, and 
Hughes was only hired on Jan. 18, but both saw the team get off to its 
worst first 20 games in franchise history and both saw the situation 
devolve dramatically from there. They could certainly feel the atmosphere 
without having to listen to Anderson talk about it. 

They had to intervene, and they did. 

“We would like to sincerely thank Dominique for his work and 
contributions to the Montreal Canadiens organization,” read Hughes’ 
statement Wednesday. “At this point in the season, we felt it was in the 
best interest of the club to make a change.” 

One seemed imminent for the coach who shed the interim label and 
signed a three-year contract extension just last July. 

Still, it’s a hard knock for Ducharme, who was clobbered with one 
haymaker after another after taking over for Claude Julien. He stepped 
into his role midstream and was left immediately swimming against the 
current. Shortly after he assumed the job, the Canadiens got shut down 
due to COVID-19 and then returned facing an unprecedented schedule 
that made practising on consecutive days impossible through the end of 
the season. Every key player got injured as they fought to secure a 
playoff spot, all while the salary cap constrained Ducharme from dressing 
his optimal lineup on several nights. 

He helped the Canadiens gut their way through a shocking first-round 
upset of the Toronto Maple Leafs, guided them through a four-game 
sweep of the Winnipeg Jets and after coaching the first couple of games 
of the semifinal against the Vegas Golden Knights came down with 
COVID-19 and was forced to watch from his couch. This was 
Ducharme’s dream job, and he was stuck at home through most of the 
Vegas series and the first two games of the Cup Final. 

It was brutal. 

Just when it felt like Ducharme’s luck might turn, with his new contract 
secured and a fresh page in front of him, Shea Weber proved too injured 
to continue his career. Joel Edmundson, Montreal’s steadiest 
defenceman last season, got hurt on the first day of training camp. Carey 
Price, the franchise goaltender, then checked into the NHL/NHLPA’s 
player assistance program on the eve of this regular season. And since 
then, the Canadiens have dealt with more devastating injuries and placed 
more players in COVID protocol than any other team in the league. 

Ducharme may not have helped his situation with the way he operated 
the team through all this turmoil, but he was dealt an incredibly bad hand. 

His players knew. 

“Dom helped lead us to within three wins of a Stanley Cup and deserves 
credit for that,” Canadiens alternate captain Paul Byron wrote in a text on 
Wednesday. “We bought into him, the way he wanted us to play, played 
together and played our hearts out for that run. This year’s been 
incredibly difficult with almost everything not working out the way we all 
wanted it to. It’s been a rough year and we’re all responsible for what’s 
happened so far. 

“It’s never a good feeling seeing someone lose their job, and Dom is a 
good man. I wish him and his family nothing but the best in the future.” 

What Led the Habs to Hire Martin St. Louis? 

The Canadiens now look towards theirs, too, with St. Louis arriving on an 
interim basis -- and to a very warm welcome. 

“I’m very excited,” said alternate captain Brendan Gallagher via text. 
“Nobody competed like Marty. I watched him play as much as I could. 
Played against him, obviously, as well. His compete level was what 
separated him from most if not all players. So, looking forward to learning 
as much as I can from him.” 

For Byron, another Calgary Flames throw-away who has made an 
impressive career for himself as an undersized forward in Montreal, 
knowing St. Louis’ coming in is beyond encouraging. 

“Marty is a legend,” said Byron. “He walks into the room with immediate 
respect from every player no matter who you are. 

“We had a similar path to the NHL and he worked for every inch he got 
and became one of the best players in the NHL and a Stanley Cup 
Champion. He’s someone I really looked up to when I was a younger 
player trying to establish myself as an NHLer. He achieved everything 
through an incredible work ethic and attitude and I really think he’ll be 
able to connect with everyone in the dressing room.” 

Gorton and Hughes would know. The former was part of the Rangers 
front office for both years St. Louis was there, and his son Jack was 
recently coached by St. Louis at the peewee level. And Hughes was an 
agent for several Quebec-based players throughout his 25 years in the 
business -- including to St. Louis’ longtime Lightning centreman Vincent 
Lecavalier -- and both his sons and one of St. Louis’ are currently 
teammates at Northeastern University. 

Both Gorton and Hughes must be thinking this hire will be as good for the 
marginal player on Montreal’s roster as it will be for their best one. 
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It can’t possibly be bad for skilled, young core pieces Nick Suzuki, Cole 
Caufield and Alexander Romanov. And given St. Louis’ recent 
experience working as a skills consultant with the Columbus Blue 
Jackets, he will certainly be an asset from a player development 
perspective. 

The Laval, Que., native is bringing that, and a spark to a Canadiens team 
that so desperately needs one. 

As former Canadien and St. Louis teammate in Tampa Nate Thompson 
told us in a phone interview, “Marty was the guy who taught me never to 
be satisfied and to always continue to be better. He helped me establish 
myself as a full-time NHLer. Marty always had a way to talk to me and 
have me think a different way and be better. He was just awesome. And 
he’s not just one of the best people in hockey that I know; he’s one of the 
best people in life. 

“He’s a natural-born leader. It’s not going to be hard for guys to want to 
play for Marty. And if it is, then they don’t have a pulse.” 

St. Louis will certainly have everyone’s attention, because it’s hard not to 
listen to a Hall of Famer. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Matthew Tkachuk's latest trick shot caps monumental win 
for Flames 

 

Eric Francis 

 

CALGARY -- In the final frame of a statement game by the Calgary 
Flames, Matthew Tkachuk put an exclamation mark on the proceedings. 

He wasn’t wearing a blindfold, nor was he adorned in Dodgeball silks. 

But the way he wielded his stick to craft his 21st goal of the season was 
just the latest in a long line of new-age finishes Trevor Zegras set a gold 
standard with on the weekend. 

Standing at the side of the net with both feet on the red line, Tkachuk 
took a pass from behind the net with one magical motion that saw him 
place the stick and puck between his legs for a roof job Robin Lehner 
didn’t even move for. 

Remaining Time -0:55 

Gotta See It: Matthew Tkachuk goes between-the-legs for unbelievable 
goal 

As the crowd sprung to its feet, Tkachuk flashed a Cheshire Cat grin 
while outstretching both arms with a how-you-like-me-now celly. 

A dozen years ago it would have earned him a Sher-Wood Sandwich. 

In today’s game it earns him top billing on TikTok, YouTube and Twitter. 

It wasn’t the first time Tkachuk has gone between his legs, as he’d 
previously finished such a play a half dozen times before. 

His most famous of such snipes came at the buzzer in Nashville two 
years earlier when he roofed the winner with a one-timer from above the 
hash marks that is arguably the most incredible goal scored in Flames 
lore. 

What made Tuesday night’s finish such a talker was that it was the 
cherry on top of a monumental 6-0 win over a surging Vegas club Darryl 
Sutter said earlier in the day is the team to beat in the Pacific. 

It also came a handful of hours after Tkachuk and Milan Lucic talked 
about the type of trick shots that have inspired a whole new generation of 
hockey players to try using their stick as a magician’s wand. 

“I’m sure if you go to a rink in Calgary a bunch of 10-year-olds will be 
trying that stuff,” said Tkachuk, who finished the night with three points. 

“Most of us that have played for five or 10 years or longer, nobody was 
really doing that stuff. 

"Through the legs was as creative as we were getting. Now there’s all 
this stuff behind the net, picking it up.” 

Gotta See It: Trevor Zegras scores unreal shootout goal while blindfolded 

On a night when a handful of Flames pieced together significant 
performances, Jacob Markstrom took centre stage, extending his league-
leading shutout total to eight -- a number that hasn’t been reached since 
2018-19 when Sergei Bobrovsky finished with nine and Marc-Andre 
Fleury had eight. 

This one was a 28-save jobby that included a handful of stunners on 
Nolan Patrick in the second period of a game the Flames essentially 
clinched with a 3-0 first period lead. 

Asked if he saw the victory as a statement game, Sutter interjected. 

“A Jacob Markstrom statement game,” said the coach who groused 
about how the Flames followed a dominant first period with a ho-hum 
second. 

“It was really about a 6-5 game.” 

Mikael Backlund paced the second line with his first career four-point 
effort, helping linemate Andrew Mangiapane score twice in a game 
capped by Tkachuk delivering the game puck to Markstrom, who is now 
just two shutouts away from Miikka Kiprusoff’s team record. 

Quite a way to start the second half of the season, giving the Flames four 
wins in a row to kickstart a seven-game homestand. 

Asked whether a move like Tkachuk’s would bother him if scored against 
him, the game’s first star smiled. 

“Obviously I like all goals we score,” said Markstrom, whose first game in 
a week included just five shots in the first. “It’s a great move, especially 
when the puck is behind the net and the goalie was looking on the other 
side. Nowadays most goalies have their skates on both posts, so it’s a 
quick play to get it over the pad. 

“I’m not surprised. He does all that stuff in practices as well as games, so 
it was good to see it go in.” 

Asked about his snipe, Tkachuk shrugged. 

“It’s just the quickest way I could get the shot off,” he said. 

Milan Lucic said before the game he loved seeing Zegras’ creativity at 
the all-star game, but admitted he wasn’t a fan of those moves in a 
game. 

“In a game, for me, even if another guy on your team pulls it off it can 
kind of get the emotions going on the other side, if you get what I’m 
saying,” said Lucic. 

On this night, the Golden Knights showed very little emotion at any point 
after being steamrolled in the first period and held in check from there. 

“Tonight our first period really set up the game -- when you’re up 3-0 
that’s really hard to come back from,” said Tkachuk, who set up a brilliant 
give-and-go finished by Johnny Gaudreau to open the scoring early, 
before Backlund and Elias Lindholm padded the lead. 

“We want to make this a tough place to play and we want to be known as 
a great first-period team here because when you dominate like we did in 
the first period that doesn’t give the other team a ton of confidence.” 

Sutter’s eyes lit up when asked about Tkachuk’s goal. 

“Did you see Johnny in Arizona? He just about had a goal and an assist 
doing the same thing,” said Sutter of Gaudreau’s puck flip from behind 
the net he attempted to swat in as it landed in front. 

“Those are high-end plays. Not everybody can try it. The guys who can 
try it can get it done.” 

They certainly did Wednesday as all six Flames goals were skilled plays. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks players not getting job done for revamped 
management group 

 

Iain MacIntyre 

 

VANCOUVER -- It wasn’t more assistant general managers the 
Vancouver Canucks needed in the first period Wednesday against the 
New York Islanders, it was more players. 

Come to think of it, one thing should help the other. The Canucks, for all 
their talk about the National Hockey League playoff race and promising 
to be better on Wednesday than were in Tuesday’s slow-start victory 
over the dreadful Arizona Coyotes, were exposed and embarrassed by 
the Islanders. 

The New York team that was within one win of advancing to the Stanley 
Cup Final last season overwhelmed Canucks starter Jaroslav Halak, 
pumping in five goals in the first 17 minutes before absorbing a lot of 
pressure from the Canucks in a 6-3 victory at Rogers Arena. 

The game started a couple of hours after Sportsnet insider Elliotte 
Friedman reported that U.S. hockey legend Cammi Granato would 
become the third assistant general manager hired since Jim Rutherford 
became Canucks president on Dec. 10. 

It’s another step in the regime change in Vancouver. But building a team 
is harder than building a management group. 

Coach Bruce Boudreau, hired just before Rutherford, called Tuesday’s 
scoreless first period against the Coyotes the poorest he has seen from 
the Canucks. 

“Evidently, I was wrong last night,” Boudreau told reporters late 
Wednesday. “You give up five goals in a period, I mean, there's not too 
many good things to say. It's crazy but they looked twice as fast as we 
did in the first period. I thought in the second period, we looked a lot 
faster than them. We've just got to be ready to play. I can't explain it any 
better than that.” 

Canucks Hour 

Jamie Dodd and Thomas Drance dive deep on the issues that matter for 
any die-hard Canucks fan, bringing comprehensive coverage and 
exclusive interviews. 

By the second period, the damage was done and so extensive, the 
Canucks couldn’t repair it -- despite dominating for much of the final 43 
minutes. 

The Islanders scored five goals before the Canucks had five shots. 
Markers by Zach Parise, Brock Nelson, Anders Lee, Casey Cizikas and 
Mat Barzal chased Halak from the Vancouver net by 16:19 of the 
opening period. Halak made seven saves. 

“Obviously not acceptable by us not being ready to go,” captain Bo 
Horvat said. “We knew they were going to come (hard) and we weren’t 
ready for it. Arguably, the last two periods. . . were some of our best 
periods since Bruce came. But, obviously, there are no moral victories 
tonight.” 

Canucks No. 1 goalie Thatcher Demko, who was supposed to have the 
night off after making 35 saves in the 5-1 win against Arizona, played the 
final 43 minutes. He will have time to rest before Vancouver plays next 
against the Toronto Maple Leafs on Saturday. And the Leafs have been 
significantly better than the Islanders this season. 

EXPENSIVE START 

Halak’s 10th game of the season triggered a $1.25-million-US bonus for 
the veteran goalie, which means he made about $78,000 per minute on 
Tuesday before he was hooked by Boudreau. 

But Halak’s bonuses are payable after the season and, theoretically, can 
still be passed on to another team in trade. The Canucks badly want to 
avoid an overage of $1.5 million in dead cap space next season for 
Halak’s bonuses -- he’ll also earn $250,000 if he finishes the year with a 
save rate of .905 or better – but the 36-year-old has a no-movement 
clause and is believed to be unwilling to waive it before the March 21 
trade deadline. 

Given his experience and ability, Halak would be an attractive pickup for 
a playoff team looking to upgrade goaltending. But his cap obligation next 
season, after he becomes an unrestricted free agent this summer, will be 
another significant trade impediment. 

ANOTHER HISTORIC HIRE 

The Canucks are expected to officially announce Thursday the addition 
of Granato to Rutherford’s large management team. 

The former U.S. Olympian, who lives in Vancouver and was a pro scout 
the last two years with the Seattle Kraken, will be the second woman 
hired by the Canucks in a senior hockey-operations role. Player agent 
Emilie Castonguay was hired as an AGM on Jan. 24 to oversee the 
Canucks’ contract work and salary cap. 

Between those two hires, Patrik Allvin became the first Swedish general 
manager in the NHL when he was named to that post by Rutherford, who 
promoted Stan Smyl to vice-president of hockey operations and retained 
Henrik and Daniel Sedin as senior advisers, and Ryan Johnson as 
director of player development. 

The Canucks president has fulfilled his Camelot-like vision for a diverse 
hockey-operations staff comprised of people with varying paths through 
hockey. The franchise has probably never had such a large hockey-ops 
group, and possibly never one with less hands-on NHL management 
experience. 

But Rutherford told Sportsnet in December when he laid out his vision: 
“Even when I talk directly to some of these (management candidates), 
they will say: ‘Well, I haven't done this, I haven't negotiated contracts.’ 
None of us had done anything at one point in our careers. None of us 
had ever done a contract, none of us had ever dealt with the salary cap. 
You have to start some time. 

“Part of me being in Vancouver and taking this job is to mentor people. I 
think it's an advantage for our organization to bring certain people in that 
maybe don't have a lot of experience, but they're smart and they know 
the game. And their input is going to be heard. As each day goes by, 
they'll learn things.” 

PETTERSSON LIKE “OLD SELF” 

Nobody on the Canucks was good in the first period, but Elias Pettersson 
was outstanding in the final two. The star centre, who struggled through 
the opening half of the season, skated miles with and without the puck, 
was physically engaged and dangerous any time he was in the offensive 
zone. 

He also scored by boldly taking the puck to the net between Islanders 
defencemen Zdeno Chara and Ryan Pulock, giving Pettersson seven 
goals and 10 points in his last 11 games. 

32 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

After the Canucks’ optional morning skate, Pettersson told reporters: “I 
feel more in the game. When you score, you get a confidence boost. You 
feel good. I've been feeling good for a while now. I feel like me again -- 
not overthinking. I'm just playing and getting back to my old self, I'd say.” 

But Pettersson skated again with wingers Vasily Podkolzin and Nils 
Hoglander on Vancouver’s third line. He’ll truly be his old self when he 
has played his way back to the top of Boudreau’s lineup, is logging 20 
minutes alongside J.T. Miller and Brock Boeser and is at the centre of 
everything. 

Boudreau said before the game that Pettersson’s hot streak was “long 
overdue.” 
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“He's a great player; he's got to produce,” the coach said. “He's picking 
this time and that's great. We'll take it whenever we can get it. But, I 
mean, he's the kind of guy that you expect production from on a nightly 
basis, so it's good that he's doing it (now).” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Sportsnet's 2022 NHL Draft Prospect Rankings: February 
Edition 

 

Sam Cosentino 

 

One thing the scouting community seemed certain about in all of this 
uncertainty, was that Shane Wright would be the first player selected in 
the 2022 NHL draft. While that is still the most probable outcome, there 
has been a groundswell amongst scouts, waiting for the U18 version of 
Shane Wright to appear in a Kingston Frontenacs uniform. 

From a point production standpoint, there’s plenty to like. Wright has 17 
goals and 29 assists for 46 points in 34 games played. That ranks fourth 
on his own team in scoring and just inside the OHL’s top 20. But, if you 
have followed our rankings in years past, you will know that point 
production is not the be all and end all when it comes to the projected 
first overall pick in any NHL draft. 

General managers pine for either dynamic ability in more than one facet 
of the game, or an all-around player they can rely on for years to come. 
Wright projects more as the latter type of player, someone who is great in 
all facets of the game, yet not as dynamic as a Connor McDavid or 
Auston Matthews. Those comparisons are unfair, yet will be made when 
discussing first overall picks year-over-year. Think Alexis Lafreniere. 

Before everyone gets too excited, let’s take a more broad look at Wright’s 
tenure in the OHL. He was granted exceptional status, thus making him 
the clear favourite as the first overall pick in the 2019 OHL Priority 
Selection. He burst on to the scene with 39 goals and 66 points in his first 
season, which was reduced to just 58 games thanks to the start of the 
pandemic. 

The next OHL season was cancelled in his draft minus-1 year, and 
Wright didn’t play until getting a crack at the world juniors. He never got 
on track and was sent home after a two-week quarantine kept him off the 
ice for all but a few days. He returned home again and awaited the call 
from Hockey Canada to participate in the U18 worlds. There, he was 
playing at far less than 100 per cent, missed two games, and yet still tied 
for second in tournament scoring and tied Connor Bedard for top spot on 
Canada’s scoring list. Wright looked every bit the part of a two-way 
centre, presumably set to jump right into the NHL with one more year of 
seasoning in Kingston. 

When talking about Wright now a familiar refrain is that he’s putting up 
points, but he’s lacking pace in his game, and is missing some of the 
fierce competitiveness that was so evident in him as a 15-year-old and 
again as the captain of Canada’s gold medal team at the world U18s. 

In doing our due diligence, we have to remind ourselves that no other 
first overall pick has experienced what Wright has as a player, having to 
endure the mental strain of a world pandemic, the cancellation of a full 
season and the many stops and starts that have accompanied his time 
on the ice in the OHL. The rest of his draft class is in a similar situation, 
but none of them has had the pressure of being the projected first overall 
pick for three straight years. Maybe Brad Lambert is somewhat 
comparable, but Lambert has done so in a much softer spotlight. 

When examining Wright's plight compared to the other five exceptional 
players before him (Bedard is the seventh and came after Wright), it’s 
interesting to see the number of games each played. Players are given 
this exceptional status to enter major junior a year earlier than they’re 
typically allowed, thus giving them a three-year runway to their NHL draft 
season. Three of theses players (John Tavares, Aaron Ekblad, Connor 
McDavid) have taken a path straight to the NHL. One, Joe Veleno, has 

just become a regular NHL player in Detroit this season, while Sean Day 
has made his NHL debut, but is struggling to maintain a regular spot in 
an NHL lineup. 

PLAYER  REG. SEASON GAMES PLAYED  PLAYOFF GAMES 
PLAYED  INTERNATIONAL GAMES PLAYED  TOTAL 

John Tavares  247  38  25  310 

Aaron Ekblad  219  44  22  285 

Joe Veleno  216  45  18  279 

Connor McDavid  166  34  26  226 

Sean Day  178  11  10  199 

*Shane Wright  122  10  12  144 

*projected to include the remainder of the OHL regular season and an 
estimation of at least 10 playoff games. 

Keep in mind, these projections have Wright playing the remainder of the 
schedule for Kingston in the regular season and the assumption of 10 
playoff games. If he were to reach those projections, Wright would finish 
with 55 fewer games played than Day, who ended up being selected in 
the third round of the 2016 draft. The three players on this list who went 
first overall played significantly more than Wright is projected to play. 
Ekblad will have had almost twice the number of games played, Tavares 
166 more and McDavid 82 more. If we include Veleno, he will have 
played 135 more games than Wright. 

The gold standard in any developmental model is games played, and 
Wright has missed a number of them due to the pandemic. There’s no 
replacing those lost games. 

With all that in mind, it’s still Shane Wright’s draft. Here’s the rest of 
Sportsnet’s draft rankings for the month of February. 

*denotes late 2003 birthday 

1. Shane Wright, C Kingston Frontenacs (OHL): While the gap may have 
tightened, make no mistake, this is still the Shane Wright draft. 

2. Joakim Kemell, LW, JYP (Liiga): Has finally returned after missing 
more than a month due to a shoulder issue. Here’s hoping he can regain 
the touch that saw him become Liiga’s leading scorer 18 games into the 
season. 

3. Logan Cooley, C, USNTDP: Plays with pace, passion and production. 
Has improved steadily throughout the season and projects to continue 
trending up. 

4. Juraj Slafkovsky, LW, TPS Turku (Liiga): Has all the tools at his 
disposal, but there is some concern about the numbers. Liiga numbers 
are typically predictive of NHL success and his are lacking (one goal, four 
points in 21 games). Having said that, he made Slovakia’s Olympic team 
as a 17-year-old. 

*5. Brad Lambert, C, Pelicans (Liiga): Remains the most fascinating 
prospect in the higher-end of this draft class. 

6. Matthew Savoie, C, Winnipeg Ice (WHL): Point production has started 
to wane, but still has the ability to bring you out of your seat with a deft 
pass or a precise shot. 

*7. Danila Yurov, RW, Magnitogorsk (KHL): Is effective at utilizing his 
teammates, but remains a constant scoring threat himself as well. 

*8. David Jiricek, D, HC Plzen (Extraliiga): Many in the scouting 
community still believe he’s the best defenceman available and won’t be 
deterred by the knee injury he sustained at the world juniors. 

9. Ivan Miroshnichenko, LW, Omsk (VHL): Shot and skating ability 
translate well already and he’s not far off with the rest of his game. 

10. Conor Geekie, C, Winnipeg Ice (WHL): Concerns about not playing 
inside the dots enough are legit, but as he matures and continues to get 
stronger, those issues will subside. 

32 Thoughts: The Podcast 
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Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

| Listen and Subscribe for free 

| Marek on Twitter 

| Friedman on Twitter 

11. Simon Nemec, D, HK Nitra (Slovakia): Has continued to gain 
momentum in the conversation as the first D-man to have his name 
called in 2022. 

12. Jonathan Lekkerimaki, RW, Djurgarden (SWE U20): Has a dynamic 
ability that scouts look for in a game-changing player. 

13. Frank Nazar III, C, USNTDP: Holding steady in the rankings as a 
result of his combination of will and skill, not to mention he leads the 
scoring parade on a talented USNTDP team. 

14. Cutter Gauthier, LW, USNTDP: Has emerged as the program’s top 
goal getter by a lengthy margin over the field (35 in 48 games). 

*15. Pavel Mintyukov, D, Saginaw Spirit (OHL): Dazzles with his feet and 
is super creative, showing a unique ability to make plays despite the risk 
level. 

16. Jimmy Snuggerud, RW, USNTDP: Is effective at utilizing inside ice, 
winning battles and establishing net-front presence. 

17. Isaac Howard, LW, USNTDP: High volume shooter who snipes as an 
equal opportunist against all levels of competition (league play, 
internationally and NCAA). 

18. Marco Kasper, C, Rogle (SHL): Comes by his smarts honestly and 
has shown dashes of dynamic ability in league play despite limited 
minutes. 

19. Filip Mesar, RW, HK Poprad (Slovakia): Has excellent vision and 
creativity to his game. Is able to create space for himself and open lanes 
for others with his quickness. 

20. Ryan Chesley, D, USNTDP: Understands his best asset is as a 
defender who uses his feet effectively to get back on pucks and make the 
simple play to initiate transition. 

21. Liam Ohgren, LW, Djurgarden (SWE U20): Safe pick in that he’s 
slightly above average in all categories, but grades out as well above 
average in the work ethic department. 

*22. Nathan Gaucher, C, Quebec Remparts (QMJHL): May not possess 
an offensive ceiling as high as others in this class, but is a steady 
contributor at both ends of the ice and embracing adding more physicality 
to his game. 

23. Denton Mateychuk, D, Moose Jaw Warriors (WHL): A steady-eddie 
type who defends well and mixes in point production (39 points in 42 
games). Will always have a place in the lineup because he moves pucks 
efficiently and effectively. 

24. Alexander Perevalov, LW, Yaroslavl (MHL): Brings all the offensive 
elements to the table in a sleek and decent-sized package (6-foot, 192 
pounds). 

25. Owen Pickering, D, Swift Current Broncos (WHL): A player continues 
to generate interest, and is one of the highest risers in this draft class. 

*26. Jack Hughes, C, Northeastern (NCAA): Doesn’t excel in any 
particular area of the game, but is extremely responsible, and uses his 
agility to play with pace when possessing the puck. 

27. Maveric Lamoureux, D, Drummondville Voltigeurs (QMJHL): Upper 
body issue has him out for up to a month, giving him plenty of time to 
return for a good end of season run. 

28. Rutger McGroarty, LW, USNTDP: Former Boston first-rounder and 
USNTDP player John Beecher seems to be a solid comparable for 
McGroarty. 

29. Kevin Korchinski, D, Seattle Thunderbirds (WHL): Displays tireless 
work ethic on and off the ice. Another fast riser thanks to his amazing 
vision and excellent feet. 

*30. Luca Del Bel Belluz, C, Mississauga Steelheads (OHL): A deep dive 
into the analytics has him as one of the best defensive centres in the 
OHL, yet he’s best recognized as the top scoring first-year draft eligible in 
all of the CHL with 57 points in 43 games. 

31. Tristan Luneau, D, Gatineau Olympiques (QMJHL): Scouts are 
having an issue projecting what this player will be, but there’s enough 
raw talent and hockey IQ in place to figure out where he’ll fit in a lineup 
later. 

*32. Adam Ingram, LW, Youngstown Phantoms (USHL): Plenty of room 
to fill out physically (6-foot-2, 165 pounds). His play away from the puck 
is a work in progress, but he has the enviable combination of size and 
skating ability, complemented by a big league shot. 
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Sportsnet.ca / How are Senators winning despite all their, ahem, 
challenges? 

 

Wayne Scanlan February 9, 2022, 12:32 PM 

 

These are supposed to be the worst of times for the Ottawa Senators. 

They are missing two-thirds of their top line – with Drake Batherson and 
Josh Norris out with injuries. 

They trail most of their rivals in the standings and their schedule is brutal, 
packed with games that had to be re-slotted due to the pandemic. 

On top of that, they play their home games in front of no more than 500 
fans, an atmosphere that is decidedly more eerie than cheery. 

And yet, they keep winning. Tuesday’s cliffhanger, a 4-3 win over the 
visiting Carolina Hurricanes, was Ottawa’s second straight, on top of 
Monday’s 4-1 victory over New Jersey. In their past eight games, the 
Senators are 5-2-1. 

How are they doing it? 

Puck stops here 

In a number of ways. It starts with goaltending. Matt Murray has been 
outstanding in his latest reformation. The man has had more starts and 
stops than a bag skate since coming over from Pittsburgh before last 
season, but in the new year he has been rock-solid, confident. 

It’s fair to say that the Senators were out-chanced on Monday AND 
Tuesday, but won in large part because of the play of Murray, and then 
Anton Forsberg. 

“It makes you a better coach,” said Senators head coach D.J. Smith, with 
a smile, after Forsberg’s win. 

It was the second straight night in which goaltending topped the post-
game conversation. 

“You’re not going anywhere in this league without it,” said Smith, to a 
goalie question after Murray stopped 32 of 33 Devils shots. 

“Everytime we needed a save, he made it. It’s a really good feeling on 
the bench when you have that. Guys don’t grip it as tightly, we scored 
two goals in nine seconds (in the second period). 

“As Murr has confidence in himself, the guys have confidence in him, and 
it’s just a good feeling.” 

“He kind of stole that,” defenceman Nick Holden said of Murray’s 
performance. “And that’s something that you need throughout the year. 
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You’re going to have games where you need your goalie to win you the 
game and he did that.” 

Against Carolina, Forsberg had even more work, facing 45 shots and 
stopping 42. It was reminiscent of his spectacular win over the 
Hurricanes on Dec. 2, when he stopped 47 of 49 missiles in a 3-2 Sens 
win. Considering an elite team like the Canes have just one win in three 
tries versus Ottawa, and that via the shootout Jan. 27, they were 
probably glad to leave town. 

Forsberg had some goalpost help and the Hurricanes missed a first 
period buzzer-beater by a fraction of a second, but hey, when you’re hot, 
you get breaks. And Ottawa’s goalies are hot. 

"(Our goaltenders) have been our best players throughout this stretch of 
hockey and they keep us in games every night," said Senators captain 
Brady Tkachuk, who ended a 15-game goalless drought with a pair of 
goals. "They make those timely saves." 

32 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

When you are missing your two top scorers, you have to adjust, and you 
need scoring from a variety of sources. Seven players provided goals in 
the Monday-Tuesday victories, and two of them ended prolonged 
slumps: Tkachuk and Chris Tierney. 

Nick Paul, Holden (who prevented two Carolina goals on Tuesday), 
Connor Brown, Adam Gaudette and Alex Formenton were the other goal 
scorers. 

Gaudette and Dylan Gambrell have been nice additions through the 
injury issues, and big Mark Kastelic has been a force. Smith has been 
able to roll lines and is getting great penalty killing. Paul with Austin 
Watson and Brown and Formenton have been the usual PK pairs. 

“The pairs take pride and work with each other, get a feel for what each 
other is doing,” Smith said. 

Dee-fence 

There has been a bend, don’t break flavour around the Senators lately, 
and it is by design. Smith and his coaching staff brought in a defensive 
system in the neutral zone that Smith said is “more aggressive but easier 
to play,” and figured it would be better for his recent additions to the 
lineup. 

“It’s good for young guys,” Smith said. “We get (the puck), we’re in 
motion and able to create a little more action the other way.” 

Smith said he swiped the system from Pete DeBoer back when Smith 
was coaching in the OHL with the Oshawa Generals. 

Beyond system adjustments is the proverbial attention to detail. In their 
past eight games, the Sens have yielded just 13 goals, 1.6 per game. 

It starts with reducing odd-man rushes, which were a big issue early in 
the season. Smith said people love to talk about system adjustments, but 
the turnaround has as much to do with a state of mind. 

“Are you closing plays out? Are you more intense? Are you boxing out? 
Are you getting the puck and breaking out right away?” Smith said, 
rhetorically. 

“I think every team in the league has very similar systems within two or 
three different things in the D-zone, but who does it faster and harder? 
And who spends less time there? The quicker you can break out, the less 
time you’re going to spend in your zone.” 

The “play faster, harder” expression reminds us of the recurring “play 
harder, longer” phrase Paul MacLean wore out when he was head coach 
of the Senators. Coaches do love their catchphrases. 

With games against Pittsburgh (at the Canadian Tire Centre) Thursday, 
Boston, Saturday and a trip to Washington on Sunday, Ottawa has some 
work left in this five-in-seven days scenario. 

Not surprisingly, the players aren’t looking very far ahead. 

“The focus is game to game,” Holden said. “We continue to build. We 
have an opportunity to win every night. We can’t take steps back. 
Winning in the NHL is about consistency, I think that’s the biggest thing.” 

As Smith said early this week, there are worse things in life than having 
to play a lot of hockey in a short period of time. He might have been 
thinking of the trucker chaos downtown when he spoke. 

Players are getting their treatments, their rest, and don’t have to practice 
much. It’s a scenario every kid would like. 

‘A blast playing with Timmy’ 

“That’s what we dream about, playing the game, right?” Tkachuk said. “I 
think everybody is really excited just to be playing.” 

With Norris out, Tkachuk has been playing alongside Tim Stützle, and 
the pair is starting to show some chemistry. Stützle is using his speed 
and creativity to make things happen – and that was particularly evident 
during a 4-on-4 sequence Tuesday in which Stützle bought time, drove 
the puck to the net and created a rebound goal for Tkachuk. 

“It’s a blast playing with Timmy,” Tkachuk said, after the win over 
Carolina. “He has so much skill, so much speed. Playing with Josh and 
Drake was great, and now there is a new kind of connection playing with 
Timmy. We keep getting better together, just keep talking and trying to 
learn from one another.” 
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TSN.CA / Matthews feels fortunate to avoid injury; good to go Thursday 

 

Mark Masters 

 

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who 
practised at Ford Performance Centre on Wednesday before travelling to 
Calgary for Thursday’s game against the Flames. 

Auston Matthews has avoided any serious injury after the knee of 
Carolina Hurricanes defenceman Brett Pesce hit his head late in 
Monday's game. 

  "I wasn't expecting it so I was just a bit shaken up," the Leafs centre 
explained. "It happened so quick. Fortunately, I was able to calm down 
and everything checked out well. I'm fortunate it was nothing serious." 

  Matthews realized he'd be OK shortly after arriving in the dressing 
room.  

  "I just felt like I got hit on the side of the head pretty hard," Matthews 
said of the play. "I felt fine later that night. Felt good the next day and 
throughout the day. So, just talking to the medical team, there was no 
hesitation to jump into practice today." 

    Auston Matthews looking like Auston Matthews 
pic.twitter.com/jql8bXIXUG 

    — Mark Masters (@markhmasters) February 9, 2022 

Matthews skated in his regular spot on the top line and top power-play 
unit.  

  "He was eager to get back out there today and seems no worse for 
wear," observed coach Sheldon Keefe.  

  "He looked like himself out there," agreed William Nylander. "I mean, 
obviously, that seemed like a scary situation, so happy to see him back 
today like normal." 

Leafs Ice Chips: Matthews good to go after injury scare 

Less than 48 hours after taking a knee to the head late in Monday's 
game against Carolina, Auston Matthews was back on the ice at Leafs 
practice. Toronto's superstar appears to have dodged any serious 
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injuries and, as Mark Masters reports, it doesn't look like he'll miss any 
playing time. 

--- 

  "Normal" for Matthews means scoring. He has lit the lamp in three 
straight games, including sneaking a couple pucks past his good friend 
and former teammate Frederik Andersen on Monday. 

  "It's weird," Matthews said, "because I feel like he knows where I want 
to shoot it and I know that he knows where I want to shoot it. So I try to 
maybe shoot it to the second option or something like that." 

  Andersen, who played five seasons in Toronto with Matthews, certainly 
seemed to have an edge early on. 

  "He made a number of one-on-one saves on Auston," noted Mitch 
Marner. "It helps that they skate together in the summer as well. It is 
tougher sometimes. He knows our shots pretty well." 

  "He made unbelievable saves on me," Matthews said, "and I was going 
to lose a little sleep over some of those if I didn't capitalize on one." 

  Matthews eventually solved the Dane. He also scored on Andersen in 
their first meeting in October. So, does the Arizona native have bragging 
rights?  

  "In the middle of the summer this year maybe I'll bring it up silently," 
Matthews said with a smile, "but I'm not really one to kind of rub it in 
somebody's face like that." 

  Matthews is getting set to face another friend and former teammate in 
Calgary's Matthew Tkachuk, who he played with at the USA Hockey 
National Development Program.  

  Tkachuk, Johnny Gaudreau and Elias Lindholm have been among the 
top lines in the NHL. They are a big reason why the Flames are enjoying 
a resurgent season.  

  "It seems like they've been playing solid all year," Matthews said, "What 
jumps out about their team is just how solid they play on both ends. 
Offensively they're at the top of the league in a lot of categories and then 
defensively they don't give up much." 

'It's weird' for Matthews to play Andersen: 'I feel like he knows where I 
want to shoot' 

Auston Matthews scored two goals on good friend and former Leafs 
netminder Frederik Andersen before exiting Monday's game late in the 
third period. Speaking to the media on Wednesday, Matthews discussed 
facing Freddy and was asked who has the advantage when a shooter 
and goalie know each other so well. 

--- 

  The second goal that Matthews scored on Monday came off a nice 
passing play following a faceoff win late in the second period. Apparently, 
it wasn't a set play.  

  "Just the first part," Matthews revealed. "Mitchy rolling up high is what 
we planned and the rest happened organically." 

  With 27.8 seconds left, Matthews won an offensive-zone faceoff against 
Vincent Trocheck. The puck went directly to Morgan Rielly at the point. 
Marner came up high in the zone and played a little give and go with the 
defenceman, who then fed Matthews in the high slot. Michael Bunting, 
meanwhile, was jostling with Tony DeAngelo and creating a screen in 
front.  

  It may not have been a set play, per se, but it was a sign of some high 
hockey IQ.  

  "They play with a lot of pressure and their [guy] came out really hard at 
Mo," Matthews said. "Him and Mitchy made a really nice play. I tried to 
create some space and he made an unbelievable pass to me. A big 
goalie like Fred, he moves so well so a play like that is a better chance of 
scoring. You got a guy screening him and the puck changing side to side 
and he has to get over and make a save. So, it was a nice play all around 
and we executed it really well."  

  The Leafs coaching staff will rarely call for set plays off draws. They 
leave that in the hands of the players.  

  "I am not a big faceoff-play guy," Keefe said. "There are so many 
variables that happen on a faceoff and they don't happen as clean as you 
would like them to be. Mitch and Auston, in particular, talk a lot and make 
a plan inside of what we want to do. Some of that is within the structure 
that we talk about and [assistant coach] Manny Malhotra puts together 
with our plans. A big part of it is just the players communicating and — 
most importantly — executing. 

  Against an elite opponent like the Hurricanes, you have to jump on any 
mistake.  

  "We took a breath on one right at the end of the second period and it's 
in your net," said Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour, "and that's what 
these guys do. If you give these guys any room, forget about it."  

--- 

  Wayne Simmonds missed Wednesday's practice after his wife gave 
birth to the couple's second child.  

  "They welcomed a new baby into the world so he had good reason to 
be away," Keefe said. "He won't fly with us here today and I'm not certain 
exactly when he'll join us. Him and his wife will have that discussion and 
make that determination." 

  The Leafs currently don't have an extra forward on the roster. If 
Simmonds doesn't play on Thursday, Keefe suggested he may dress 
seven defencemen.  

  --- 

  Jake Muzzin is close to returning from a concussion, but hasn't officially 
been cleared.  

  Muzzin has gone through three full-contact practices since returning 
from the All-Star break. He has skated in his usual spot alongside Justin 
Holl on the second pair in the last two sessions.  

  "He looks good," said Keefe. "He looks like himself. When you're 
coming off a head injury, you're dealing with that and making sure that 
you're comfortable with that. And then there's just getting comfortable on 
the ice again and touching the puck and making plays and handling 
pressure. He looks to me like he's handling that well." 

  Muzzin hasn't played since Jan. 15.  

  "He looks like he's in a good spot to me, but both Jake and the medical 
team will make the determination tomorrow about whether he's available 
to us," Keefe said.  

  --- 

  During the All-Star break, John Tavares spent a couple quiet days up 
north with his young family. Nylander decompressed at home by playing 
the Call of Duty video game. 

  "We had a good break," Nylander noted, "and now build off of that and 
come out hot here." 

  Tavares and Nylander only recorded one goal and one assist each in 
five-on-five play in the 10 games leading into the break.  

  "I thought last game was a positive step for them," said Keefe. "John 
makes a big-time play that gets overlooked a little bit on the overtime-
winning goal. Those are the kind of things that can get a guy going." 

Tavares picked up a pair of secondary assists in Monday's win, but his 
line was outscored 2-0 in five-on-five play. Tavares is now a team-worst 
minus-9 over the last 11 games. So, it was no surprise that the Leafs 
captain mentioned defensive awareness as a key for his group moving 
forward.   

  "It's just the attention to detail," Tavares said. "When we get the puck on 
our stick or we're transitioning the other way, [it's about] the execution 
and making sure we're making the game a lot easier for each other. You 
know, try not to think too much, keep it simple, compete and play hard 
and, naturally, your instincts and your ability come out from that." 
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  Keefe believes all the COVID-related postponements in December and 
January sapped the second line of its momentum.  

  "Once you find your rhythm and your game everything falls into place," 
he said. "Those guys, at different times this season, have been really 
firing at both ends of the ice. A lot of it is just to do with pace and speed – 
both with and without the puck – and overall intensity. There's been a 
little bit of a dip there."  

  --- 

  Lines at Wednesday's practice:  

  Bunting - Matthews - Marner  

Kerfoot - Tavares - Nylander  

Mikheyev - Kampf - Kase 

Engvall - Spezza - Potts* 

  Rielly - Brodie  

Muzzin - Holl 

Sandin - Liljegren/Dermott  

  Campbell starts on Thursday 

Mrazek  

  *University of Toronto's Kyle Potts 

    — U of T Varsity Blues (@Varsity_Blues) February 9, 2022 

Power-play units at Wednesday's practice:  

  QB: Rielly  

Flanks: Matthews, Marner  

Middle/net front: Tavares & Nylander rotating  

  QB: Sandin  

Flanks: Spezza, Engvall/Mikheyev  

Middle: Kase 

Net front: Bunting 
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USA TODAY / These young hockey players at 2022 Winter Olympics 
could become NHL stars 

 

Mike Brehm 

 

When the Olympic Athletes of Russia won the gold medal in the non-NHL 
2018 Pyeongchang Olympics, some prominent future NHL players were 
on the roster. 

Forward Kirill Kaprizov, who scored the overtime winner in the gold 
medal game, would become NHL rookie of the year last season and an 
All-Star this season with the Minnesota Wild. Backup goalie Ilya Sorokin 
is establishing himself as the No. 1 goalie with the New York Islanders. 
Igor Shesterkin, the extra goalie in those Games, is a midseason favorite 
for the Vezina Trophy with the New York Rangers. 

U.S. forward Troy Terry, meanwhile, made the NHL All-Star Game with 
the Anaheim Ducks during a breakout season. 

The NHL won't have players at the Beijing Olympics. Which Olympians 
could develop into key players in the NHL? 

D Owen Power, Canada 

The University of Michigan star was drafted No. 1 overall by Buffalo 
Sabres in 2021 but chose to return to college. He had a hat trick in the 
world junior championships before COVID shut down the tournament and 
he played against older players on Canada's gold-medal world 
championships team in 2021. He has 26 points in 24 games. He's 6-6 
and will be a key player on the Sabres' blue line for years. 

He says going to the Olympics will help his development. 

“I think it’s going to be huge," he said in a recent Team Canada Zoom 
session. "I think just the experience itself. You learn so much being 
around the older guys who have been playing pro for so long. … You’re 
playing against older, stronger guys, so you’re definitely going to learn a 
ton.” 

F Matty Beniers, USA 

Power's college teammate and the Big Ten's top scorer with 36 points 
was taken second overall in 2021 by the Seattle Kraken. Once he leaves 
college, he can help an expansion team that ranks in the bottom third of 
the league in scoring. 

D Jake Sanderson, USA 

The North Dakota sophomore was the U.S. captain at the world juniors. 
He's No. 2 on the Fighting Hawks in scoring and was drafted fifth overall 
by the Ottawa Senators in 2020. He's the son of six-time NHL 30-goal 
scorer Geoff Sanderson. 

F Mason McTavish, Canada 

The 2021 third-overall pick played nine games with Anaheim, picking up 
three points, before being returned to junior hockey. He'll eventually fit in 
the talented youngsters on the Ducks, who will need center depth once 
Ryan Getzlaf retires. 

F Brendan Brisson, USA 

Another Wolverine. The son of prominent agent Pat Brisson is among 
college hockey's leading goal scorers with 17. The center is undersized 
but has a hard shot and goes into the tough areas. He was taken late in 
the first round in 2020 by the Vegas Golden Knights, who have a lot of 
depth but also have salary cap woes and will need younger players. 

F Juraj Slafkovsky, Slovakia 

Central Scouting has Slafkovsky, 17, as the second-ranked international 
skater in the 2022 NHL draft. He's projected to go into the top 10. He's 6-
3, 216 pounds, and is playing in the Finnish league. Slovakia teammate 
Simon Nemec, a defenseman, could also go in the first round in 2022. 
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